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DETAILED OUTLINE 

CHAPTER 1 Vienna pages 23-31 

28 Feb 2,000. Kochi to Bombay. Meeting the Church members 

in Bombay. The need of deacon in that parish. Air France 

incentive to postpone flight. Vienna, Palloti House Pro Oriente. 

95-yer-old Cardinal Koenig. Fr. Elie Khalife, Fr. Johan Bonny, 

Prof. Peter Hoffrichter. Dr. D. Winkler, Ambassador William 

Habib. Dr. Sebastian Brock, Raze/ Roze. Turabdin. Ventimiglia. 

Albert Arisi. A ballad on Mar Awgin 

CHAPTER 2 Nice to London_pages 32-36 

Flight of one hour. London. Archdeacon Yonan Yonan, Deacon 

Havel Michael, Deacon Ezaria, Sushela, Dr. N.V. George. Qurbana 

at St. Mary’s Church, Hanvell on March 12, 2000. Breakfast at 

Assyrian Hall, Eshaya Chemmani’s death. Victor E. Vales. Hanna, 

wife of Rabbi Aprim Kelaita. Dr.Lazar, son of Archdeacon Kaku 

Lazar. British Library. Huge concrete structure. Frankleen and her 

husband Varghese (my nephew). 5-year membership card. 

Recommendation letter from Dr.Sebastian Brock. Karl Marx. 

Exhibition of 1000 years of English literature. Computer Catalogue. 

7 books written by Mar Aprem (1940- ). Indian Orthodox Syrian 

Church. Dr. Joe Philips of Preston, Dr.Roopa Kurien, Dr. Roshen, 

Dr.P.P.Kurien. Dr. Joy Paul. Assyrians. Deacon Bawai de Matran. 

Photographs of Deacon (later Rev) Joseph Kelaita making Syriac 

fonts in Trichur in 1920. Fr. Esthapanose Turkhan. .Milta Assyrian 

word processor. My laptop. 

CHAPTER 3 Third Visit to Australia pages 37- 46 

1987, 1989, 2000. Sydney and Melbourne. Archdeacon Kiwarkis 
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Detailed Outline 

Yonan, cor episcopa Ashur Lazar, Bishop Mar Meelis Zaia, 

Episcopal Residence. Fr.Jacob Thekeparambil, Fr.Emmanuel Thelly 

CMI, Fr. An tony Vallavantara CMI, Fr.Baby Varghese. Assyrians in 

Sydney for 30 years. Supreme Court case. Holy Qurbana on 23' 

June. Awards to Assyrians by the Assyrian Universal Alliance. .Brief 

Biography of Bishop Mar Meelis Zaia. 

St.Hurmizd Cathedral, Mayor of Fairfield Hon’ble Anwar 

Khoshaba, Edessa Hall. Celebration of 30 years of the parish. My 

song Behold the Cross of Calvary sung by the Assyrian Choir , Rabbi 

Shoura Michalian. Symposium Syriacum. Suzy David, solicitor. 

University of Sydney. Prof. Rafaat Ebied. My paper on theBa’utha 

d Ninwaye (Rogation of the Ninavites).Shamasha Albert Sultan. 

Visiting Roy T.Konikara, nephew of Fr.Jos KJohn of Madras. 

Visiting Cyriac Malana and family. 

Melbourne on July l*1. Qurbana in the Assyrian Church on July 2 

and 9. Stay with Fr. Kiwarkis Toma with whom I had stayed in 

1987. Soman Chakola and wife Sheela with two daughters. My niece 

Rebecca (Honey) and husband Gary Grey and son Paul. 

ORIENTATE LUMEN conference. Archdeacon Lawrence Cross, 

Catholic University of Australia, Melbourne Campus. July 9-12. My 

paper on Ecumenical Contacts of the Assyrian Church of the East 

during 1984- 2000. Prof. Erica Hunter. Amba Bishoi. Amba Suriel 

CHAPTER 4 New Zealand pages 47-53 

First Visit to Auckland. Fr.Toma KToma, brother of Dr.Fr.George 

K.Toma of Chicago. July 19 Qurbana in a Catholic Church. 

Qurbana around noon. Old calendar, Fr.Aprem Pithyou. Fr.Tom. 

Deacon Aprim Noona. Sahara Tent restaurant. Deacon Sarny 

Cheery. Good Choir. Qurbana once a month. Priest lives in 

Wellington. Qurbana usually on 3 Sundays every month. Old 

calendar priest also lives in Wellington. More Assyrians coming 

from Lebanon, Syria, Iran, Iraq etc. 
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AUSTRIA to AUSTRALIA 

Flying to Christ Church. Dr. Ittymathew and wife Dr. Rekha with 

children and grandma Daisy. Dr. Simon Peter and family from 

Kerala. The land and the details. Return flight to India. On 21 

July 2000 from Christ Church direct to Singapore and then to 

Trivandrum, Kerala. Alexander Vadakkedom of ASWATHY 

Housing(P) Ltd 

CHAPTER 5 Amsterdam 2000 pages 54-69 

26 July 2000 from Kochi to Madras. Visa issued in Bombay on 

the same date. Passport and visa sent just in time for flight. 

Lufthansa ticket to Frankfurt to Amsterdam. Jaebbers at Uticcht. 

Shifted to CASA 400 in Amsterdam ten thousand food packets. 

Billy Graham welcome message. Purpose of Amsterdam 2000 

Conference. George Beverly Shea, soloist. President George W. 

Bush Bible study of Dr. John Stott. Speech of Mrs. Ann Lotz, 

daughter of Billy Graham, speech of George Carey, Archbishop of 

Canterbury. Return flight, extra baggage. Many photographs. 

Visiting the family of Shmouel Ibrahim in Heerhuguward. David 

Duyn and parents. Cooking College. Sister Miranda. 

CHAPTER 6 USA & U.K. pages' 70 -81 

Sept 24, 2000 Kochi to Mumbai. Holy Qurbana at the YMCA 

international House at Byculla on Sept 25th. Stay with Chackola 

Johny and Emmatty Varghese and family. Flying to Amsterdam on 

26th. Proceeding by KLM flight to Newark, New Jersey. Joseph V. 

Thomas, Deputy Sheriff was at the airport to receive me. Stay in 

the house of Geevarghese Emmatty. Flying to Austin Texas on 

Friday 29''' Sept. Baptism of the baby of Sebi Nadakavukaren on 

3oth. Rushing back to Newark. 

On Oct 1, 2000 Holy Qurbana at the Mar Mari Assyrian Church 

in Yonkers, New York. Third visit to that Church. Baptism of 
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Detailed Outline 

Reshma. SUPPER AT THE HOUSE OF Babu Thermadom. Meeting 

Valsan (John) Thermadom and family, Mrs. Mercy and her 

children. 

Going to Harvard the next day. Staying in the home of Dr. Coakley 

and Prof.Sarah Coakley. Reading on the Houghton Library of the 

Harvard University. Strict checking of books going out. Stay with 

P.M.John. Thursday return to New York for visa. Dinner with 

Elsamma and family on Friday. Wedding of Matthew and Reshma 

on Saturday 7U October. Gathering of the Gujarathis. Vegetarians. 

On Sunday Oct 8 Holy Qurbana in the Assyrian church at New 

Britain, Connecticut. Babu drove me there. Meeting after the Holy 

Qurbana. Assyrian poem by Hormizd Eshaya Bet Shimun of 

Hassake, Syria.. Meeting old friends. Rev.Gabricl Brakia. Fr. Jim 

Crawley. Dinner with Dr. James K. Rappai. Insulin and diabetes. 

Return from the USA on Tuesday 101' Oct. headed to Milan, Italy 

and Florence. 

CHAPTER 7 Hofgeismar Seminar pages 82-93 

Hofgeismar near Kassel in Germany. Seminar on December 1-3, 

2000. Lunch at Assyrian House, Bishop Mar Odisho, Mr. Kullman 

and Maria. Where in all world are the Nestorians? Translation 

from English to German. Prof. Wolfgang Hage, Dr. Dietmar 

Winkler, 

Dr. Helga Anschutz. His Holiness Mar Dinkha IV. Hospitality to 

Bishops. Dr. Paul Harb, Prof. Martin Tamcke, Bishop Dr. Christian 

Zippert, Shlimon Yonan, Sankero David, Dr. Chistoph Baumer. 

Help to Christians in Iraq. Membership in M.E.C.C. Dr.Talay 

Shabo from Erlangen. 

Munich. Brigitte and Paul Huber, Saritha, Thomas. Halle. Prof. 

Juergen Tubach and Marion. Fr.Thomas Jacob. Deacon Magdi 

Awad from the Coptic Church. Address in the Seminar in the 
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Oriental Department in Halle on December 7\ Syriac class on 

the history of Mar Behnam and his sister Sara in the 41' century. 

Vegetarian Meal in the Indian Restaurant. Supper in the house of 

Prof.Tubach. Guests, Dr Gretel Schwoerder- Kohl, Dr.Regina 

Randhofer. Armenian friend Armenuhi Drost Abgarian and Wolf 

Drost. Holy Qurbana on Sunday 10h Dec in a Roman Catholic 

Church near Wiesbadan. Many Assyrian friends. 

Assyrian Qurbana at Wiesbaden near Frankfurt on 10 December 

2000. Return to India on 11 Dec reaching Trichur on 12h 

December. 
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FOREWORD 

By Rev. Valson Thanipu, New Delhi 

I felt humbled when His Grace Mar Aprem asked me to write the 

foreword to this book: the latest addition to the ever-expanding 

Aprem collection. Usually forewords are written by those who have 

reached the summit. That does not happen to be my state. I am still 

struggling on the bridle path that winds up the mountain. Reportedly, 

greatness is, at times, thrust on people. When that happens it is best 

not to let humility get in the way. So I agreed. 

This book, as the author claims, is ‘a travelogue with a difference’. 

That is exactly what it is. The foremost difference is that this book is 

not about places, but about people. You encounter on the following 

pages an ample assemblage of personalities. And they spring up from 

every sentence, every paragraph. Some of them take us wholly by 

surprise. Who on earth would have expected to encounter Khushwant 

Singh, Shobha De, or Arundhati Roy in a book that purports to take 

us from Vienna to London? But they are all there, lined up for the 

reader in an act of compositional agility that is nonpareil. 

This is at once the strength and weakness of this book. Except the 

most encyclopedic, the readers are likely to be overwhelmed by a 

plethora of exotic names of the choicest Assyrian variety among 

whom the Metropolitan is facilely at home, at times leaving the 

readers behind. Yet this also strikes us as a measure of the author’s 

mission to enliven and invigorate the ecclesial heritage under his 

stewardship. In this book the bishop is seen shuttling from place to 

place like an electrical impulse connecting pockets of the Assyrian 

Diaspora. Given his scholarly churchmanship, geniality, childlike 

enthusiasm, and illimitable wanderlust, it is hardly surprising that 

he emerges as a sought-after presence wherever he goes. 
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AUSTRIA to AUSTRALIA 

In the early stages of reading the MS, I was troubled a bit by the 

inclusion of seemingly superfluous details. But by the time I finished 

reading, however, I had to revise my opinion. These details are there 

in the book not to pad up the narrative. Instead, they bespeak a 

mind attentive to minute details: a trait that goes with those who 

are person-oriented. It is a mark of love that details that might seem 

pedestrian to others are cherished and remembered. 

Despite the profusion of proper names, this book does not make 

heavy reading. This is due, in part, to the informal and conversational 

style that the author maintains. The whole book reads like a 

patriarchal post-prandial narration, indulging a captive audience of 

pastoral credulity. Given the atmosphere of wonder this approach 

pre-supposes, the author cashes on that ‘willing suspension of 

disbelief which constitutes poetic faith’. Not surprisingly, the author 

comes close, at times too close, to the reader making for a narratorial 

intimacy that is currently out of vogue. A case in point is the bishop’s 

comment on someone gifting him a clock. “He presented me with a 

good wall clock, which now adorns my bedroom. Now I have several 

clocks in my room. What I actually need is not an extra clock, but 

some extra hours every day.” Comparable in tone and texture is the 

remark on David, “David is 17 years old. He is now going to cooking 

College. He is good at eating. So his parents shifted him to a school 

where he could learn cooking and eat what he cooks too.” 

The author is not a tourist. He is, instead, an explorer venturing 

out on journeys of discovery. He is somewhat like that great seafarer 

mentioned in this book: Christopher Columbus. Columbus, not 

unlike the Metropolitan, was on the look out for spices and not for 

colonial empires. The harvest of his travels reaches the reader in 

the form of books like the present one. This similarity 

notwithstanding, the author expresses himself against this kindred 

soul in a moment of exasperation. “Monday, 9,h October was again 
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Foreward 

holiday, Christopher Columbus day. I had to fly the next day, Tuesday. 

I even wished Christopher Columbus had not committed the blunder 

of discovering America, mistaking it to be India.” 

A robust sense of humour is bishop Aprem’s unique selling point 

(USP). And that is writ large over this book too, even if the present 

work is not meant to swell his already substantial treasury of humour. 

What makes the bishop’s brand of humour unique is his capacity to 

laugh at his own expense. He does not have any of those airs and 

pretences that mark authors and literary personages. When it comes 

to laughter he sets aside, almost instinctively, the masks of sobriety 

and cold formality that usually adorn Episcopal visages. In private 

conversation bishop Aprem creates the impression that, to him, 

getting people to laugh in this gloomy and murky world is basic to 

his sacred vocation. We may or may not agree with him in this 

unconventional hypothesis, but we cannot deny him the success he 

continues to have in this respect. 

Complementing this sense of humour is the bishop’s candor that 

takes the reader into confidence even in respect of moments of 

personal embarrassment and discomfort. Here is an example. “I 

spent time with the Duyn family and their daughter and 

granddaughter. I was not happy with their dog. Still I pretended to 

be comfortable with the dog.” The author is, besides, blessed by an 

infinite passion to learn and to share. I understand that he abstracts 

even private conversation and transforms casual material into mint- 

fresh entertainment. In this he is in eminent company. Shakespeare, 

as we know, did not invent a single plot. He derived his raw materials 

from various sources and put the imprint of immortality on them 

through the alchemy of his art. The author’s intellectual curiosity 

and his eagerness to share the best that falls into his hand or mind 

with all else are qualities that command admiration. The only other 

person that I know personally that compares with the bishop in this 
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respect is Maualana Wahiduddin Khan, the eminent Islamic scholar 

and theologian. It is impossible to have a conversation with the 

Maulana without his calling out for his devoted daughter, Farida, 

several times instructing her to take down something interesting that 

would have emerged in the course of the conversation in spite of 

myself. 

The author travels light in his globe-trottings. Mercifully, he travels 

light also as an author. He does not make heavy weather of his 

scholarship or the information he includes in the narrative. In the 

midst of the fast-shifting scenes of worships, seminars and social 

interactions, the author smuggles in a certain fund of information, 

as if to indulge the curious. Take the case of the chapter that outlines 

his visit to New Zealand. “New Zealand is a commonwealth country. 

It consists of a number of islands in the South Pacific Ocean. Sheep 

and wood are the major products of the farmers in New Zealand. 

The capital is Wellington. The area is 269,000 sq.km. (104,000 

sq. miles), with a population of over 3 million. Indians are not many. 

There are over 60 million sheep in New Zealand. Counting the sheep 

and cattle, each man has 24 animals on an average.” There are other 

instances as well. 

In a moment of incomparable candor, the author refers to the long- 

cherished dream of his publisher to bring out at least one book of 

his, free from the all-too-familiar prevalence of ‘printer’s devils’. Such 

preternatural infiltrations are especially lamentable when they are 

made into a book sired by a saintly bishop. Bishop Aprem is a prolific 

writer. His admiring readers the world over would now want him to 

be a perfect writer too. Publishing is a work of perfection. It is 

understandable that in the midst of his demanding responsibilities, 

hectic tours and prolific writing the exacting standards of perfection 

that writing and publishing call for may not be met easily. Even so, 

if only the author would help his publisher in realizing his noble 
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Foreward 

dream, the result could be happier for both parties and many else, 
besides. 

Research and writing could be addictive. It has the unfortunate effect 

of making the author too absorbed in his work and, correspondingly, 

insensitive to the people around him. That, fortunately, is not the 

case with bishop Aprem. He remains alive and alert to people 

everywhere. He could be a healthy role-model, especially for the 

youth. At a time when people chase the shifting shadows of popular 
tastes, here is a noble soul instinct with the passion to absorb the 

best that is thought and known in the world and is eager to share 

the wealth of it with his fellow human beings. The bishop’s life and 

work are an invitation to this generation to shift from indulgence to 
industry. Genius, as is well and truly said, is nothing but the capacity 
to take infinite pains. 

I wish bishop Aprem many more years of creativity. May this book 
bring cheer and encouragement to its readers. 

The Revd. Valson Thampu 

Member, Delhi Minorities Commission 
New Delhi 
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PREFACE 

Pope John Paul II who completed 22 years of his Pontificate on 16 

October 2000 had made 92 trips to 123 nations. It is a record 

performance by a busy Pope traveling abroad. 

In Rome itself the Pope visited 291 parishes and made 134 pastoral 

visits. He addressed 994 public meetings and talked to 15 million 

people. He beatified 994 persons and canonized 447 people. He 

wrote 13 encyclicals and more than a dozen epistles. It should be 

added that he named 37 Cardinals on 21 January 2001 who will take 

charge in February. Then he added five more names to the list as 

well as making public two names from the ex-Soviet countries. Thus 

the number of new cardinals has gone up to 44. The list of new 

Cardinals reflects the universal vision of the Pope. 

During the 32 years that I served as the Metropolitan I did not travel 

abroad for nearly nine years. Then in April 1977 I started my foreign 

trips. In the past 24 years I made only 33 foreign travels. The total 

number of countries I visited during these 33 tours, I do not know 

for certain. It may come to fifty nations. 

The present travelogue Austria to Australia is the record of five 
foreign tours between February-December, 2000. The first one was 

to Vienna and England in February-March. The second trip was to 

Australia and New Zealand in June-July. The third tour was in 

Holland, in July- August 2000. The tour of USA and Florence, Italy 

was in Sept-October. The final visit was to Germany from November 

29 to December 11. 

The five tours from February to December covered nine countries, 

namely Austria, Italy, England, Australia, New Zealand, Holland, USA, 
Italy, and Germany. As this travelogue contains information on five 
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Preface 

tours of nine countries details could not be included. It would take 

at least five different books to record in detail. Owing to the lack of 

time I was forced to combine and compress information of nine 

countries in one little book. 

Many Indians read books in English language. The magazines 

published in India and abroad are purchased by the rich and the 

middle class. 

TIME is the leading international weekly in India today. It has 115 

% higher circulation than its competitor. TIME opened its Delhi 

office in 1949 two years after independence from the British rule 

on 15 August 1947. 

Mahatma Gandhi was shot dead on 30 January 1948 and his photo 

appeared on the front cover of TIME magazine. He was the first 

Indian to appear there. Since thenjawaharlal Nehru (the first Prime 

Minister), Mrs. Indira Gandhi (daughter of Nehru and not of 

Mahatma Gandhi as some foreigners guess), Indira’s son Rajiv 

Gandhi as well as his widow Sonia Gandhi and others have appeared 

on the cover of the TIME magazine. 

Many Indians write books in English. They are published in India 

or abroad. The Booker-Prize committee in England always receive 

books written by Indian authors. This year too, some scholars 

predicted that the Booker Prize would go to an Indian, but it went 

to a Canadian novelist Margaret Atwood for her novel The Blind 

Assassin. This was her lO'1' novel. Her name had been short-listed 

there before, in 1986, 1989 and 1996. The prize money is 21,000 

British Pounds. 

The Booker Prize is in its 32"d year. It is bestowed to the best novel 

in English by an author in Britain, Ireland or the Commonwealth of 
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British colonies. This year the judges took six months to short-list 

six novels culling 120 entries. The Booker prize goes not only to 

established writers, but also to a novice like Arundhati Roy whose 

first book The God of Small Things made Aymanam near Kottayam 

in our State of Kerala known in literary circles around the world. 

Kushwant Singh is a writer I occasionally enjoy reading. We have 

something in common. He writes humour and travelogues like 

me. In his 84'1' year in 1999 he is writing his 85'1' book. His book 

on Sikh Morning Prayer is running into its 100'1' edition. I used to 

boast that my book Laugh With the Bishop had 6 editions, a total of 

twenty eight thousand copies. I am hoping that I will be able to 

write my 65lh book in my 64th year. I do not think that I will live 

long enough to reach 84'1' year and if I do, I will be tired of writing 

more books. 

There are similarities between this bearded writer and me, Kushwant 

Singh studied in London University and taught Comparative Religion 

in Princeton. I studied in both London and Princeton. Of course 

Mr. Singh does not care for any religion. He says, “I studied religion 

and realized it all trash”. He kept on writing books because he 

says, “nobody has developed a condom for the pen”. 

Although he does not say so, his language sometimes is for mature 

readers, should I say, those above 18 years of age. He boasts of wine 

and women in his writings. Some readers think that he exaggerates 

his so-called weakness to get quick notoriety. 

Using computers is a thrill. Sending e-mail is cheaper compared to 

fax and telephones, especially abroad. If one has relatives abroad 

he can communicate by e-mail. It does not need much rigorous 

training. One who knows to type can easily learn to use computer. 
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Preface 

Shobha De, a columnist in the Indian Express, Sunday magazine, 

was hilarious when she learned to use e-mail. On May 9, 1999 she 

writes: 

“ I typed on, my fingers flying effortlessly over the 

keyboard, my thoughts racing at the end of the 

exercise. I felt elated. I’d done it. I was computer 

literate. I’d joined the modern world. I’d become 

the future.” 

This lady-columnist is correct when she writes, now I feel ready for 

the new-millennium. Computer skills may not seem all that therefore 

reached up to be, but show me better substitutes. 

Khushwant Singh, aged 86, who still writes two columns a week, 

remarks about the Indian writers in English. (The Week, Kottayam, 

dated Oct 8, 2000, p.14) 

We have very good writers now. I do not claim to be a 

very good writer. All I say is that any rubbish I write 

gets published. I have a large readership, I think larger 

than any Indian has ever had. We now have masters 

of prose like Rushdie, Vikram Seth, and Amitav Ghosh. 

I will immediately accept that they handle the English 

language much better than I do. 

The same celebrated writer opines that although there are only three 

percent of Indians who know English,” they are the book buying 

kind, they are the most prosperous sections of our society”. 

The observations of a seasoned writer like Khushwant Singh, who 
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had a vast experience of literature in India and abroad, are quoted 

below. Regarding the writings in English in comparison to the Indian 

languages (The Week, Oct 8, 2000, p. 14) he comments: 

We use the same word for snow and ice, for rat and 

mouse, for yesterday and tomorrow. We have such a 

long coastline, but we don’t have an Indian name for 

the seagull. English has the biggest vocabulary among 

all lanmaages of the world. It has taken words from 

all languages and therefore it is rich. In India the 

different languages have to content with the puritans, 

who want their language to be very pure. But they 

don’t have the words. Unless we increase our 

vocabulary, or borrow wholesale from English, and 

hone it to our own needs, we can’t hope to get out of 

this straightjacket 

This travelogue is not a literary masterpiece. It is not an ordinary 

travel note by an ordinary writer. Information transmission is the 

main motive of all my books, whether on the Church or on the 

society. 

Vikram Seth was given CBE (Commander of the Order of British 

Empire) on 14 February 2001 for his services to literature. Seth 

born in Calcutta in 1952, studied in Oxford. He published six 

books of poetry and three novels. “A Suitable Boy” was given W. H. 

Smith prize in 1993. It has sold more than one million copies. 

From my travelogues some of the statistics I present will be found 

useful to my readers. Those who are interested in knowing more 

about the present status of the Assyrian Church of the East will find 

it useful and interesting. 
D 
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Preface 

The New Sunday Express Magazine dated 18 March 2001 refers to 

the travel writings. Anita Nair says (p.25). 

I have often wondered how they do it. The 

legion of travel writers from Ibn Batutta to Fa Hien 

to R.L. Stevenson to T E Lawrence to their more 

contemporary editions - Eric Newby, Paul Theroux, 

Pico Iyer, Bruce Chatwin and William Dalrymple... I 

wonder how they set about on their travels. 

About how Ibn Bittuta travelled Anita Nair describes: “.When 

ibn Bitutta had travelled, he had with him a large train of attendants 

and followers and also his own harem of legal wives and concubines.” 

VYTien William Dalrymple traveled to Kerala he came alone. He wrote 

of me as the rotund person. I could not understand the meaning. 

Perhaps I appeared to him as a rotund person. Today he will not 

describe me in those terms. I have reduced my weight from 82 kegs 

to 76 and down to just 65. Anyhow I don’t enjoy sightseeing as I 

used to when I was younger. Therefore I kept my extra travels to 

minimum in all tours of the Millennium. 

My gratitude is to all those who helped me to type, correct or to get 

this book printed. Special thanks to Mar Narsai Publications and to 

Fr. C.D.Poly, Manager, Mar Narsai Press who always worked hard to 

see my books printed with better quality and less mistakes than the 

previous ones. I have an inkling that he might succeed in the near 

future in getting at least one book of mine printed without mistakes. 

“Writing a book is an all consuming task that would be impossible 

without the help of many people”, writes Heidi Steele in her very 

useful book SAMS Teach Yourself Microsoft Word 2000, which I am 
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now using to make myself computer literate. In her 

Acknowledgments she writes: 

My acquisitions editor, Rene Wilmeth, did a bang-up 

job as a one-woman cheerleading team.My 

development editor Susan Hobbs, pointed out areas 

of the book that needed clarification and made many 

helpful suggestions. Deb Schnedler, my technical 

editor, provided astute comments and corrections 

throughout the book. 

I wonder how many more editors one writer should have in addition 

to the acquisitions editor, development editor and technical editor 

mentioned above. I am like a one-man cheerleading team. If I have 

one of those editors, then the quality of my books would ascend 

into higher dimensions. 

Revd. Valson Thampu who teaches English in the famous St. Stephens 

College, Delhi where English was taught by the Englishmen, added 

to the value of this book by writing an apt foreword. 

Thrissur 
30 March 2001 MarAprem 
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Chapter 1 

VIENNA 

On 28th Feb 2000 I flew from the Kochi international airport to 

Bombay. I was in this airport four weeks earlier. That was on 31st 

January to bid farewell to His Holiness Mar Khanania Dinkha IV, 

Catholicos Patriarch of our Church of the East. The Patriarch had 

gone from the international terminal as His Holiness was headed to 

Dubai en route to Chicago. Since my flight was to change at Bombay 

I flew from the domestic terminal. 

It is a great inconvenience to passengers to take their luggage from 

the domestic terminal and go to the international terminal and wait 

for hours to catch the international flight. Later in April 2000 the 

government granted international status to the Cochin Airport. 

Therefore within a few months several foreign airlines will make 

their services direct from Cochin. We do not mind stopping in 

Bombay to pick up the passengers. We do not mind even getting 

out for an hour or so at Bombay. But it should not be a separate 

flight to which we have to carry the baggage. 

At Bombay I met the members of our congregation and discussed 

about our parish that does not have a place to worship. At present 

we hire the hall in the International YMCA in Byculla. It is expensive. 

At the same time it is cheaper than building a church of our own in 

such a costly place as the city of Bombay. 

I have been praying and persuading at least one young man of our 

parish to become a deacon. Now we have to send not only a priest 

but also a deacon to conduct Qurbana. Travel by train, though 
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cheap in India, is not affordable for a small parish. To send a priest 

and deacon from Trichur to Bombay and to pay for travel and stay 

is very expensive. In New Delhi this problem was solved when a young 

man working in Delhi accepted my invitation to become a deacon, 

later to be promoted as a priest. Now another person in Madras 

agreed to be ordained as a deacon. Hope young men from 

Bangalore, Bombay and Trivandrum will follow. 

To serve at the altar should be considered a privilege. It will also 

reflect the spiritual growth of the congregation. If we want the church 

in Trichur to supply priests and deacons we are not doing justice. If 

we want spiritual services, we should be prepared to make sacrifice. 

Our church does not require our priests and deacons to remain 

single or not to accept secular jobs. Our church members in India 

and abroad should dedicate part of their time for spiritual functions. 

We do not have altar boys. We need fully ordained deacons for 

assisting at the Qurbana. I am glad to see several deacons in Chicago, 

London, Teheran etc. In India we cannot find even one deacon in 

every church. So we manage our Qurbana with the help of another 

priest. In India we have 38 priests and 29 deacons for 28 parishes. 

There is one sub-deacon. The situation has now improved and I 

believe it will improve further. There shall not be any shortage of 

deacons in India. 

As I was standing in queue to obtain the boarding pass in Bombay, 

the airlines staff asked me whether I could postpone my journey by 

one day. AIR FRANCE was overbooked. It was necessary to off load 

some passengers. But no passenger would like to volunteer. Even if 

they told us that the aircraft would blow off in the air with such an 

overload, the passengers would say, “Okay, we are ready for it. 

Anyhow we would not postpone our journey.” AIR FRANCE offered 

good incentive to allure some passengers postpone the journey by 
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one day. They would provide hotel facilities for a day and give a gift 

coupon worth 600 dollars or so of ticket. They would even send us 

in business class by upgrading our ticket, if seats were available in 

the business class. 

I did not take advantage of this offer, because I knew that a taxi 

would wait for me in Vienna airport the next morning. Later I 

understood that the two priests who came later succumbed to the 

temptation and sent a message to Pro Oriente, Vienna requesting 

them to send the taxi the next day. So when I reached Vienna I was 

alone. I could locate the taxi driver as he was holding a sheet of 

paper with the name PRO ORIENTE MOOKEN. I was expecting 

the name Mar Aprem. Still I went there. My family name is Mooken 

which I do not use after I became a bishop. 

The taxi driver asked me ’’Where to?” I replied, ’’The person who 

sent you must have told you where I am supposed to be taken.” 

Since I did not speak German it was difficult for me to communicate. 

The driver did not understand English. The taxi driver said that 

she (driver was a woman) was not told by her boss the exact location. 

Then I said “Palloti Haus arranged by the Pro Oriente”. But the 

taxi driver asked somebody and took me near the location. Since I 

was not sure of the address, she asked a person where was the Pro 

Oriente Hotel. I told the driver that there was no hotel by that 

name. Pro Oriente is an organization and I was supposed to stay at 

the Palloti Hause run by the Palloti Fathers. 

The Pro Oriente had arranged this place, because the place we used 

to meet was not available. That place usually used to be booked one 

or two years before hand. When I reached the Palloti Hause I was 

happy to see old friends. The seminar was on “Sacraments in the 

Syriac Tradition”. Bishop Mar Bawai Soro and cor episcopa Michael 

Birnie were there to read papers representing our church. Bishop 
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Mar Emmanuel Eilya from California represented the old calendar. 

He was the youngest member on the Pro Oriente Syriac Commission. 

Some experts such as Dr.Sebastian Brock of the Oriental Institute, 

Oxford, Dr. Teresa Hainthaler of Hochschule St.Georgen, Frankfurt, 

Fr. Pierre Youssif of the Chaldean Mission in France, Fr. Johan Bonny 

of the Pontifical Council for Promoting Unity, Rome, Fr. Elie Khalife 

from the University Saint Esprit of Kaslik, Lebanon, Fr.Paul Rouhana 

of the Maronite Church, Kaslik and some others were there in 

addition to the members of the Syriac Commission that included 

Roman Catholic experts such as Prof. Peter Hoffrichter of University 

of Salzburg, Mons. Philip Harnoncourt and Dr.Dietmar Winkler of 

the University of Graz etc. The obvious absence was that of the 

former President Alfred Stirnemann who passed away after he had 

made all the arrangements for this study Seminar. Everybody 

mourned the death of Alfred Stirnemann who was only 61 years 

old. 

It was a special privilege for the Seminar to be inaugurated by His 

Eminence Cardinal Franz KONIG, the 95-year-old former archbishop 

of Vienna. His picture appears on the front cover of my book HOLY 

SMILE. He is the founder of Pro Oriente. The second day the 

present archbishop of Vienna, Cardinal Christoph Schonborn came 

to have lunch with us. He is the Chairman of the Pro Oriente 

Council. Dr.Johan Marte, the acting President was also there. We 

had a reception in the official residence of the Ambassador of 

Lebanon, William Habib who happens to be a Greek Orthodox 

Christian. He and his wife were interested in the activities of Pro 

Oriente. 

About the contents of the seminar I quote below one paragraph 

from the Communique issued by us on March 2nd at the conclusion 

of the Study Seminar. A detailed report will be published by the 
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Pro Oriente with the papers presented on those three days. I am 

sure that those who read the papers have taken a lot of trouble to 

do so. 

During the course of the study seminar five papers 

were read and there was good opportunity to discuss 

at length the issues raised by them. The titles of the 

papers read were: Understanding the sacraments in 

the Church of the East (Mar Bawai Soro), Maronite 

sacramental theology(Fr.Elia Khalife Hachem) 

Baptism, confirmation and Eucharist in the church 

of the East(Chorbishop Michael J. Birnie), the 

sacrament of initiation (Baptism) in the West Syrian 

Tradition (Fr.Johns Abraham Konat), Sacrament of 

initiation in the Syro Malabar Church (Fr.Joseph 

Chalassery). 

For the word sacrament we used the word Raza. But in the western 

Syriac the same word has to be pronounced as Rozo. When 

Dr.Sebastian Brock read the final communique the repeated mention 

of the Raza / Rozo could not restrain me from commenting on it. 

The Raza / Rozo and its plural raze/ roze made me to express my wish 

that the West Syrians and East Syrians had just one pronunciation. 

As I have already whetted the appetite of the readers to understand 

what we ended up with explaining the meaning of Raza / Rozo I 

conclude my mention of this seminar by quoting one more 

paragraph from the communique quoted above. 

The Syriac term corresponding to “sacrament” is (East 

Syriac) raza / (West Syriac ) rozo, but since the 

connotation and range of meaning of this term are 

far closer to those of the Greek mysterion, it might be 

preferable, in certain contexts at least, to represent 
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Raza /Rozo as “Mystery”, rather than “Sacrament”. 

Although Syriac Raza / Rozo can just mean “secret”( 

as in the Aramaic of the Book of Daniel), there are 

two main religious contexts where it has a technical 

sense: in exegesis it corresponds approximately to 

“type”, symbol (in the patristic sense of the word), 

and in liturgy, where the raza / rozo are par excellence 

the Eucharistic Mysteries. In both cases raza /rozo 

denotes a visible sign endowed with a “hidden 

power”(St.Ephrem) which serve as a vehicle for the 

disclosure of a divine reality in the case of raza / rozo 

in Scripture and in the natural world, and, in the case 

of Eucharistic Mysteries, as a means and vehicle of 

salvation. 

One of the advantages of such gatherings is to meet clergymen and 

scholars from different churches. I met Fr.Paul Rouhana from the 

Maronite church for the first time. I am familiar with the Maronite 

church through my acquaintance with Archbishop Matar Matar of 

Beirut. I also visited the shrine of St.Sherbel and conducted Qurbana 

there. Fr.Paul Rouhana who teaches at the University of Saint Esprit 

in Kaslik, Lebanon was also representing the Pontifical Council for 

Christian Unity. He is a talented musician and has written a small 

book in 1992 entitled VEglise Chante. He presented me that book. It 

has musical notes. There are some Syriac songs too. He gave me an 

audio cassette of these liturgical songs. I gave him my joke book 

entitled Laugh With the Bishop. 

A Professor from Graz University in Austria Dr.Hans Hollerveger 

wrote a very informative book entitled Lebendiges Kulturerbe Living 

Cultural Heritage TURABDIN. Sebastian Brock wrote this excellent 

book in collaboration with Andrew Palmer and with an introduction. 
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In the Preface Dr Hollerveger writes: 

“Turabdin possesses inestimable and incomparable 

cultural Treasures which of right should be regarded 

as part of the World cultural heritage.” 

It is a very informative book well illustrated. Dr.Hollerverger who 

wrote this book gave it to us as a gift. 

This book says that the monastery of Mar Awgin in the Turabdin is 

now deserted. This was the monastery of the Church of the East. It 

was in Mount Izla. This was on the Persian side. This monastery 

was built in the 4th century. It is the beginning of the monastic 

movement in the Persian Church. 

On the north east of Mar Awgin monastery is the monastery of Mar 

Abraham of Kashkar. Another monastery is that of Mar Yohannan, a 

disciple of Mar Awgin. It is 45 minutes walk. The book states on 

page 295 that this Church does not have the transveral nave of the 

Syrian Orthodox monastic churches. It remained under the Church 

of the East until 1504 A.D. Then Syrian Orthodox monks stayed 

there. About its pathetic end the book says: p. 295. 

The last Syrian Orthodox monk died in 1974. Today 

the monastery, which claims to have incorporated a 

beam from the Noah’s Ark in its sanctuary, stands 

empty and decaying. 

Perhaps our church should send some monks to live in that monastery. 

It is our duty to preserve an ancient tradition and do justice to the 

memory of Mar Awgin. It is believed that Mar Awgin came with 70 

disciples from Egypt and brought monasticism. According to a ballad, 

the name Augin stands for seventy. The first three letters of his name 

alap, wav, gamel totals 1+64-3=10. The next letter yod stands for ten. 

The last letter nun stands for fifty. Hence a total of 70. 
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The ballad about Mar Awgin is interesting and is reproduced in 

English translation from page 361 of this book. 

A, W and G - one, six and three, 

I, N - ten, fifty; that makes seventy: 

the number Jacob took to Egypt, 

where they multiplied, till they came out of there. 

Three-score and ten the helpers of Awgin; 

who made a second heaven in Turabdin. 

Seventy elders went up Sinai, when Moses took the Law from God 

on high. 

Awgin , when he came out of Egypt, chose seventy, 

who made sure that God’s Sun rose here in the murky East. 

They built up all the churches in this pagan land, like Paul. 

TO VENTIMIGLIA 

From Vienna I took a train to Venice and after an hour and a half 

waiting at the Venice railway station I got another train to Ventimiglia. 

When I got into the train I noticed that the train, especially the 

second class was full. As I did not know how to book a sleeper birth 

I had to stand for some time. Fortunately at the next stop several 

passengers got out. Therefore I could find a place to sit and doze 

off during the night. The next morning at 8.10 am I reached the 

Ventimiglia station. I saw the smiling face of my friend Albert Arisi. 

Alberto Arisi is my friend for some years. He telephones me from 
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Italy to ask doubts about our church. He learns the language of 

Jesus from my book TEACH YOURSELF ARAMAIC. Once he 

compiled a booklet about our church.. He got information about 

eastern churches from the Internet. He told me about the 

Independent Orthodox Catholic Church of Europe I told him that 

it does not have anything with our Assyrian Church of the East. The 

internet information is as follows: 

English Version 

We are an autonomous church affiliated with the American 

“International Western Apostolic Catholic Communion” and with 

the “Federation of Saint Thomas Christians.”. 

Our Apostolic Succession derives from Apostles Saint Peter and Saint 

Mark through Assyrian Orthodox Church by Mar Timotheus (Joseph 

Rene Vilatte). 

We celebrate a western Liturgy and the Ambrosian rite in Italian 

and Latin too). 

We wish to cooperate with any Christian body and Church for God’s 

glory. 

It was nice to spend time with the Arisi family with his wife and 

daughter and son of Arisi. He thinks that when his son grows up he 

will know more about our ancient church and perhaps dedicate his 

life for this church. Alberto Arisi is interested to see that this Church 

grows and once again become a truly international missionary 

church. When he read in the book TURABDIN mentioned above 

that there were no monks in the monastery of Mar Awgin today, he 

asks why not we send one or two monks from India or elsewhere to 

keep that monastic tradition alive. There are a lot of challenges for 

our ancient church today. More people should dedicate their lives 

in order to bring our church into its ancient glory. 
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NICE TO LONDON 

From Nice I flew to London a flight of about one hour. There is a 

difference of another hour between France and England. I need 

another visa to enter England. My Schengener visa was not valid. 

England needed a separate visa. This time I had obtained a multiple 

entry visa valid for six months. What I needed was only a single 

entry visa valid for 15 days. 

Archdeacon Yonan Y.Yonan, Deacon Havel Michael, Deacon Ezaria 

were there t the airport. My sister Suseela, her husband 

Dr.N.V.George and their daughter Tresa were there too. They took 

me to Rugby. Without wasting time I took out my laptop and started 

to complete the work on the Ph.D. thesis. 

I conducted holy Qurbana on Sunday March 12th at the St Mary’s 

Assyrian Church in Westminster Road, Hanwell near Ealing, London, 

and the same church where I had done service in October 1998. 

That church is not sufficient for our congregation. Some people 

were standing outside the church. When I was distributing holy 

Qurbana the deacons kept me warning that there are many people 

standing outside who would come inside to receive Qurbana. I was 

careful not to give large piece of bread. I did not have much difficulty 

in giving Qurbana to more people. I have given to more people in 

Chicago, India etc 

After Qurbana we had breakfast at the Assyrian Hall, Ealing where 

we have celebrated, before this church in Hanwell was bought in 

1987. It was nice to meet several old friends. But every time I visited 
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this place I heard that somebody I knew in that community had 

departed from this world. This time the loss I mourned was that of 

Eshaya Chemmani, son of late archdeacon Isaac Enwiya of Bagdad. 

He died on Christmas day. A few days earlier he had telephoned me 

to tell that he was coming to Trichur along with our Catholicos 

Patriarch Mar Dinkha IV. His sudden death shattered the plans. In 

my previous visit in 1998 I heard about the demise of my friend of 

1961 Mr. Victor E Wales, whom I had visited a year earlier. In my 

visit of 1996 I learned about the death of Mrs. Hanna, wife of 

Rabbi Aprim Kellaita. On an earlier visit I had heard about the death 

of Rabbi Aprim Kellaita. Most of the people I knew in London are 

disappearing one after another. 

I met Dr. Lazaar and his two sons. Dr. Lazar is the eldest son of 

Archdeacon Kaku Lazar who was my Malpan in India in 1956-57. In 

1962 when I visited Bagdad this doctor was a young student. He 

used to take me then round in the city. That was a different Bagdad. 

Abdul Karim Kassim was the ruler of Iraq. 

This visit to London was to gather materials from the British Library 

to add more information to the second doctorate thesis, which I 

was preparing. Frankleen, wife of my nephew Verghese George, 

accompanied me to the British Library. I got an identity card with 

my photo on it. It is valid for 5 years. The letter of recommendation 

from Dr. Sebastian Brock helped me to obtain it. They also told me 

that I could wear my gown, which is an overcoat over my cassock 

because it is part of my religious uniform. Otherwise like everybody 

else I have to leave the overcoat at the cloakroom. The attendants 

will help us. They do not charge anything for all the services they 

render. It is run with the Government money. Many people visit the 

British Library daily. As printed at the back of the Identity card the 

British Library is ’’The world’s leading resource for scholarship, 

research and innovation. 
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Karl Marx prepared notes for his famous Das Kapitel sitting in the 

British Library. Dr. Samuel Johnson acquired much of his knowledge 

reading in this library. Of course it was a small building in those 

days. Now it is a huge edifice. When I visited this library in 1962 it 

was a smaller place. Now tourist groups to London and school 

children in and around London go there on conducted tours. Of 

course, such noisy and curious crowds are not allowed inside the 

reading rooms. They were taken through the open areas in the 

building. Such a tour would enhance one’s knowledge. But I had 

no time for expanding my general knowledge. 

There are regular exhibitions to develop one’s knowledge. March - 

[une 2000 witnessed an exhibition entitled CHAPTER 8c VERSE; 1000 

YEARS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. There were several programs 

in the evenings. They were informative. The first day I went there 

was Monday 13th March 2000. There was a programme 

entitled,’’What is the Future for Biography?” Well known biographers 

of today namely Andrew Motion, Victoria Glendinning and Blake 

Morrison debate their approaches to their subject, and the role of 

fact and fiction. Andrew Motion was appointed Poet Laureate in 

1999. No doubt, it would be good to learn the latter trends as I too 

have written biographies of my predecessors. Nevertheless, this time 

I chose to concentrate on my dissertation. THE HISTORY OF THE 

ASSYRIAN CHURCH OF THE EAST IN THE TWENTIETH 

CENTURY. 

The security is very tight. When we return from the library the 

security persons will flip through the pieces of paper to detect 

whether we were stealing some important papers of the Library 

deliberately or otherwise. We were not allowed to carry the cover of 

our laptop computer. We have to deposit the cover and carry the 

computer in a plastic bag so that the security guards can easily notice 

some knife or gun we carry along with the computer 
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I could do some serious reading. The catalogue is on computer. I 

am not familiar with it. When I studied in England in 1961 I had 

not seen the computers. Now the world has developed to the extent 

that our youngsters have not seen ordinary typewriters. I tried to 

learn how to select and order books for my reading. We tried to 

type the word Assyrian and press the button to see the books on a 

topic. There are only three or four books. I tried the word Nestorian. 

I could find two or three books. I asked the library assistant to press 

the button after typing the author’s name Mar Aprem. To my great 

delight seven books were listed. They put 1940 near the author’s 

name lest I get credit for the books written by the real Mar Aprem 

who lived in the 4th century. 

My niece Dr. Sheena and her husband Dr. Siemon were helpful. All 

the members of my sister’s family took good care of me and helped 

me to bring my thesis into proper format. 

The priest of the Indian Orthodox Syrian church knew of my 

presence in London and telephoned me to invite me to preach at 

their worship. But I had to decline all invitation owing to the shortage 

of time. Dr. Joe Philips of Preston came to see me in Rugby as well 

as to attend the service on Sunday 19th March. 

Dr. Roopa Kurien and her father Dr. P. P. Kurien wanted me to 

visit them. But I decided to utilize all my time for my thesis. My 

neighbour Thomas came to meet me at the Assyrian Church in 

Hanwell. Another neighbour Dr.Joy Paul wanted me to visit him. I 

stuck to my study. 

Millennium Wheel is a place worth visiting, insisted my niece Dr. 

Sheena. Two years ago she and her husband had taken me to 

Windsor Palace in London. We have to wait another 1000 years to 

see the next millennium wheel. And none of us will be there to see 
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that in 3000 AD. Yet I decided to skip that opportunity preferring 

my study and my health. 

Many Assyrians in London are interested in reading my thesis, as it 

is the history of our church. Deacon Bawai de Matran, nephew of 

Mar Yosip Khananisho Metropolitan, too wanted to read my 

dissertation when it is completed. He knows that I write about his 

Nochea people. The niece of Rabbi Aprim Kellaita gave me some 

pictures of her grandfather, Rev. Joseph Kellaita one of the greatest 

Aramaic scholars of the 20th century. There was a picture of him 

standing in the Mar Yohannan Mamdhana Church in Trichur in 1920 

or so with the workers who were making the letters (types) for his 

ASSYRIAN PRESS in Mosul. 

Fr. Esthapanose Turkhan, our Vicar in the St.Mary’s Church, offered 

to install the Milta programme on my computer. The one he had 

installed on my system in 1998 had vanished after I had changed 

the hard disk of my computer. So he bought another programme of 

Milta. Miltan Danil, the Iranian inventor of Milta, claims, “It is the 

world’s first complete Assyrian word processor”. It is very useful. 

Now we can send e mail in Assyrian language, if the other person 

too has installed this Milta programme. 
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THIRD VISIT TO AUSTRALIA 

My first visit to Australia was in 1987. During that visit I celebrated 

Holy Qurbana for the Assyrians in Sydney and Melbourne. The 

second was in 1989. That time too I celebrated Holy Qurbana in 

Sydney. Now on 23rd June 2000 1 flew to Sydney. The main purpose 

was to read a paper in the Symposium Syriacum. Archdeacon Kiwarkis 

Younan, Cor episcopa Ashur Lazar, Qasha George, Deacon Albert 

Sultan and others were at the airport to receive me. 

My stay was at the Episcopal House of Bishop Mar Meelis Zaia. Other 

delegates from India, Fr. Dr. Jacob Thekeparambil, Fr.Immanuel 

Thelly, Fr.Antony Vallavanthara and Fr. Dr. Baby Varghese too stayed 

at this spacious Bishop’s House built by Bishop Mar Meelis Zaia. 

Mr Jean Gourie from France who had been to India last year, also 

stayed at the same place. 

The Assyrians began to arrive in Australia in the 1960s. By 1970 

Patriarch Mar Eshai Shimun (assassinated on 6 November 1975) 

established the parish of Sydney. Rev. Kiwarkis Yonan was appointed 

priest of this parish. In 1985 Mar Khanania Dinkha, Catholicos 

Patriarch appointed Bishop Mar Meelis Zaia as the bishop of this 

new diocese. 

Unfortunately some members of this congregation filed a suit for 

the possession of the church. In April 1989 the Supreme Court in 

Sydney decided the civil suit in favour of Bishop Mar Meelis Zaia. 

Those who lost the suit refused to give up possession of the St. Mary’s 

Church. Any way, they purchased another plot of land, built a church 

and named it Mar Zaia Church. It is known as the old calendar 
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Church and is under the obedience of Patriarch Mar Addai of 

Bagdad. 
O \ 

Alter getting possession of the St.Mary’s Church, Bishop Mar Meelis 

Zaia built a bigger Church named St. Hormizd Church, in Fairfield. 

Rabban Hormizd is one of the monks respected in the Assyrian 

Church. Bishop Meelis then built the Edessa Hall. He was a design 

engineer by training before he became a priest. He is using his 

training in planning the building for the first Assyrian School in 

Australia, which will open its doors for the Assyrian students by 2002. 

The Assyrian community is making good use of the Edessa Hall for 

several social functions. 

On Sunday 25lh June I celebrated Holy Qurbana in St. 

Hormizd Cathedral in Fairfield. It is one of the biggest churches we 

have. Mar Gevarghese Cathedral in Chicago is the only other 

Church of the same size. But in Chicago there is no parking facility 

in the churchyard for the vehicles of the worshippers. In the 

Cathedral in Sydney we have good parking facilities. The spacious 

Edessa Hall behind the Church building is another attraction. Many 

functions are held there. 

On Sunday June 25th evening there was a reception at the Edessa 

Hall in connection with the 30th anniversary of the church in 

Australia. It was also the 15th anniversary of the diocese of Australia. 

Bishop Mar Meelis Zaia who was consecrated bishop in 1984 along 

with Bishop Mar Bawai Soro (now bishop of Seattle diocese in USA) 

was a young man of 28 when he came to Australia in 1985 as its first 

bishop. 

Honourable Anwar Khoshaba, the Mayor of Fairfield near Sydney, 

spoke on the occasion. The Assyrian community in Fairfield is proud 

that one of them was elected Mayor of their city. He is the first 
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Assyrian Mayor of any city in modern times. I am happy that the 

Assyrians are loyal citizens of the country they adopted. Khoshaba 

is not born in Australia. He is an immigrant to Australia. 

There was a controversy in India last year when some people felt 

that the people of foreign origin should not hold important office 

in the land of their adoption. This issue was hot in India because 

some people suspected that the Italian born Sonia Gandhi, the widow 

of the former Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, might become the Prime 

Minister of India. Now she is the Leader of the Opposition in the 

Lok Sabha and the President of the Congress Party and therefore it 

will be premature to predict that we would not allow a foreign -born 

person to become the Prime Minister of India. 

The people adore Bishop Mar Meelis and admire him for his many 

achievements in this new diocese. He built the St. Hormizd 

Cathedral, the Edessa Hall, the Bishop’s House and is now building 

a school. I was invited to speak for five minutes. I had to be 

humorous, as some people knew that I had written six books of 

jokes. I did my best within the five minutes allotted to me. 

Rabbi Shoora Michalian, the able Assyrian choir director, lead the 

choir. He had a surprise for me. His choir sang Behold the Cross of 

Calvary, the song I wrote and was translated into 103 languages. They 

sang it in English. I wish they did it in Assyrian. It was an excellent 

performance. Rabbi Shoura Michalian is the best Assyrian Choir 

director we have. I had watched his performance during the 

Mesopotamia Light celebrations in California in 1993. I wrote an 

appreciation of him in my book Mesopotamia Light published in 1994. 

Lynda Jones, the best female singer in Assyrian, had sung in that 

Choir. 

A Book of Assyrian songs and liturgical songs with musical notations 
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is one of his achievements that will not easily be forgotten. Rabbi 

Shoura presented me a copy of that book. As the Assyrian Church 

of the East is scattered all over the world it is advantageous to have 

this book in Australia, America, Europe, India etc so that some sort 

of unanimity can be preserved. Otherwise it is difficult to maintain 

a common tune because there are differences in the pronunciation 

of the words among some tribes. 

The public reception to the delegates of the Symposium Syriacum was 

held in the Edessa Hall. The Ambassador of Egypt to Australia was 

the chief guest at that function. The organizer of the Symposium, 

Prof. Riffat Ebied who had emigrated from Egypt, knows him. I was 

asked to say the prayer before the dinner. Bishop Mar Meelis who 

assigned this task to me cautioned me to say the prayer slowly. I 

should have thought that I would automatically be slow on 

completion of 60 years of age. Perhaps that might not have taken 

place. That is the reason why I am still cautioned about my speed. 

The master of ceremonies Suzy David, a solicitor, did her job 

admirably. I am happy to state that there are efficient people in the 

Assyrian community. There are young talented people around us. 

Once I read about a husband who had over confidence in his talents. 

He asked his wife, “Do you know how many brilliant people are 

there in this community?” The wife replied, “I have not counted 

them. But it is certainly one less than what you think.” 

After my return I got information that some Assyrians were 

honoured by the Assyrian Universal Alliance—Australian Chapter 

in a Gala VIP dinner on 14 October 2000 at Edessa Hall in the in 

the Assyrian Church premises in the Fairfield area, suburb of Sydney. 

Trophy for Assyrian Language was awarded to Bishop Meelis Zaia. 

About this bishop the AUA NEWSLETTER dated December 2000 

page 1 states: 
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Born in Bagdad-Iraq in 1966. Ordained deacon in 

Bagdad 1973 by his Beatitude the late Mar Yosip 

Khananishu and His Grace Mar Aprim Khamis. 

Finished H.S.certificate in Bagdad and attended the 

University of Technology, studying architectural 

Design. Received his theological training in Iraq, and 

in 1979 migrated to America. His Grace completed a 

Diploma in Computer Aid Design from San Jose 

College, California 1982. 

Ordained priest in 1982 for the parish of Mar Yosip 

in San Jose, California. And in October 1984 at Mar 

Gewargis Church, Chicago was consecrated Bishop for 

Australia and New Zealand. 

Arrived in Australia in March 1985. In Australia he 

attained a B.A. in History and Philosophy from 

Macquarie University, Sydney. Currently researching 

for unedited Syriac documents to complete a 

Doctorate Degree in Early Christian studies with 

Sydney University. 

His Grace is the General Secretary for the Holy Synod 

of the Assyrian Church of the East. One of the Vice 

Presidents of the Australian Council of Churches. 

Member of the Society for the study of early 

Christianity, Ancient History Documentary Research 

Centre, Macquarie University. 

He has written many essays on Assyrian Church of 

the East history, the Early Church and the Christology 

of the Assyrian Church in Assyrian and English 

languages. Published two books, Theodore of 

Mopsuestia, and Sabbath in the old Covenant. Also 

an English translation of the Liturgy of the Assyrian 
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Church of the East published in 1994 

Bishop Mar Meelis Zaia since his arrival in Australia, 

and in short period worked hard to organize the 

parish committees, building the diocese of Australia, 

St. Hornjizd Cathedral, and the magnificent Church 

Reception. He anticipated and involved actively in 

most community affairs and needs. His biggest 

achievement came in laying the foundation stone for 

St.Hormuzd Assyrian Primary School, Sunday 20'1' 

August 2000, to be the first Assyrian Private primary 

school outside our homeland. The school will open 

doors for registration in St.Hormizd Assyrian Primary 

School in early2002, and will teach all subjects besides 

Assyrian language, culture and Christian tradition in 

order to foster the pride in Assyrian heritage, culture, 

traditions, and history in all students as members of 

the school community. 

In the same function Awards were distributed to some prominent 

Assyrians. Miss Suzy David was given the Assyrian Human Rights 

Award. As a barrister of the Supreme Court of New South Wales 

and as a solicitor of the High Court of Australia, Suzy David is capable 

of doing much more to the Assyrian community and the Church of 

the East. 

Rabbi Alexander (Shoura) Michalian was given the Award for 

Assyrian Music. As the organizers put it he deserved the award “for 

decades of priceless contribution to Assyrian music and folkloric 

culture”. Born in Ukrain USSR in 1930 Alexander worked hard in 

Iran, America and Australia. His contributions for putting notations 

to the liturgical music of the Assyrian Church of the East are indeed 

significant. 
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Another man I knew was also honoured in this function. That was 

Karl Soleman “ in appreciation for his generous donation and 

support for the Assyrian community and organizations.” 

Born on 16 April 1961 in Bagdad, Iraq as son of Emmanuel, a 

Squadron Leader in the Iraqi Air Force. When Karl was two years 
old his father Emmanuel, a pilot trained in England, crashed his 

plane in Habbaniya while parading MIG 21 in front of the Middle 

East Delegation who were visiting the country. Emmanuel died 

instantly. Karl is a successful businessman in Sydney. He is an example 
for other businessmen, who have money, to help his own community. 

The Symposium Syriacum was held outside Europe for the first time. 
The first Symposium was in Rome in 1972 and the second in Paris 
in 1976.1 did not go to attend these meetings. I was very busy working 

hard for my church in India. After I became a metropolitan in 1968 

in Bagdad, Iraq in September 1968,1 took charge of the archdiocese 
in Trichur in October 1968. For eight and a half years I did not go 
outside India. 

My visit trip out of India was in April 1977. When I heard of the 
Symposium Syriacum held every four years I decided to attend. Thus 

I was able to participate in the 3rd Symposium held in Germany in 

1980 and the 4th in Groningen, Holland in 1984, the 5th in Louvain, 
Belgium in 1988 and the sixth in Cambridge, England in 1992. While 

I was planning to attend the seventh Symposium in Sweden in 1996, 

the unification of the two groups in our church took place in 

November 1995. That kept me busy with my church responsibilities 
in India. 

I was happy to be able to read a paper in the 8th symposium held in 

the University of Sydney, Australia. My paper Ba’utha d NinwayemW 

be published in the conference volume in 2001. It was a great 
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opportunity to meet many old friends. One of them is very old, 

Fr. Dr. John Sanders of Holland. He had been my guest in Trichur. 

I was his guest in Amsterdam where he was professor of Arabic and 

Syriac. He is 82 years old and still very active. 

We saw the Olympics Stadium. The delegates were going to 

Macquarry University. By mistake our driver passed in front of the 

Olympic Stadium. Then he turned back. There was no time to stop 

and see the stadium. I had seen the Olympic Stadium of Munich 

after game was over. My brother Addison took me in 1995 to the 

ATLANTA OLYMPIC stadium one year before the events. Many 

tourists are going to Sydney. Some of our fellow delegates decided 

to stay one or two extra days in Sydney to go to the cruise and to see 

the Olympic stadium as well as the real Kangaroos. 

I was happy to visit the home of Cyriac Melana. His wife is from my 

hometown Trichur. They belong to the Syro- Malabar Church which 

was one and the same church before the arrival of the Portuguese 

in India. As I was leaving Trichur for this trip, the local newspaper 

published a news item stating I was going to the Syriac Symposium 

in Sydney. Reading that her father insisted that he should come and 

see me before I leave for Sydney. He gave me his daughter’s 

telephone number and other details. When I arrived I had no time 

to call anybody. Mr.Cyriac called the Bishop’s house of Bishop Mar 

Meelis and insisted that I should visit him. Finally the last evening 

of my stay in Sydney I went to their home,. The time appointed was 

7 pm. That was postponed three times, as I dropped in to visit Roy 

T.Konikara, nephew of our priest in Madras. Shamasha Albert Sultan 

offered to drop me there on our way to the dinner programme in 

the home of Cyriac. The roads of Sydney were so crowded in the 

evening of that Friday. Anyhow I made both the visits. 

Karl Solomon, an Assyrian, offered to take me in his plane to see 
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the city of Sydney, as I had no time to join other delegates for the 

cruise arranged for the Saturday July 1“ when I was scheduled to fly 

to Melbourne. Karl Solomon is a successful businessman. He is son 

of a pilot in Bagdad. He is not interested in church as such. Yet he 

contributes liberally to the Assyrian churches. He is the only Assyrian 

who owns Internet. He arranged for the delegates of the Syriac 

Symposium to use his Scroggie Internet service free of cost for the 

three days. I did not get time to make use of his offer. I was carrying 

my laptop to finish my speech for Sydney and Melbourne. I was 

happy to read that after we left Karl Solomon was given the Assyrian 
businessman award by an Assyrian organization for the philanthropic 

activities for his own Assyrian people. 

Dinkha Warda, President of the Assyrian Australian Association, met 

me and we had talked about the Assyrian people. Lawrence al Jeelu, 
a young man, was interested to know more about our church 

After the Symposium Syriacum held in Sydney University I flew to 

Melbourne on July 1st. I celebrated Holy Qurbana on two Sundays, 

i.e. July 2nd and 9th. It was nice to meet many Assyrian families. I 
stayed in the house of priest Fr. Kiwarkis Thoma. I had enjoyed his 

hospitality in 1987 during my first visit to Melbourne. Archdeacon 
Kiwarkis Younan went to Melbourne to make himself available to 

me. He kept me company wherever I went in Melbourne. 

Soman Chakola and his wife Sheela are employed in Melbourne. 

Soman is the son-in-law of Mr.KJ.Johny, Vice Chairman of the Board 

of the Central Trustees of the Archdiocese of India.. It was nice to 

visit his home for an Indian dinner. Another Indian I visited was 

Rebecca (Honey), my niece with her husband Gary Gray. Their son 

Paul is only three years old. He was happy to attend the service 

conducted by his grand uncle. 
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The Orientale Lumen conference was held in the Catholic University 

of Australia in Melbourne campus. It looks like a brand new university 

building with spacious halls. It was held on July 9-12, 2000. 

Archdeacon Lawrence was the organizer. Scholars from different 

parts of the world were there. When I saw Professor Erica Hunter 

of the Cambridge University, England I requested her to have a look 

at my paper and my English. I had met her in the Syriac Symposium 

in Cambridge in 1992 and in many other conferences like the 

Wittenberg Seminar in 1999 and the Syriac Symposium just the 

previous week in Sydney. 

I was happy to meet Fr.R.L.L.Oppenheim of Wellington, New 

Zealand. He belongs to the Anglican Church. He had been my guest 

in Trichur. I met him again in the Lambeth Conference in England 

in 1988. He is a regular reader of the Voice of the East magazine. 

My paper was “The Ecumenical contacts of the Assyrian Church of 

the East during 1984-2000.” I read my paper on July 11. The Coptic 

Orthodox Metropolitan Amba Bishoi was supposed to read his paper 

the same afternoon. But Amba Bishoi did not come. He asked the 

young bishop of Melbourne Amba Suriel to read the paper written 

by Amba Bishoi. When I read my paper some participants asked 

Bishop Suriel to comment on the points of relation with Coptic 

Church which I referred to in my paper. Bishop Suriel said that he 

would wait till afternoon for his paper which would be a reply to my 

comments. Some of the delegates asked me to be prepared for an 

encounter in the afternoon. Fortunately soon after his paper he left 

the conference. So the coffee break was not an occasion for 

controversial conversation. Most of the delegates were commenting 

that the Coptic church was not right in blocking the entry of the 

Assyrian Church in to the Middle East Council of Churches. 
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NEW ZEALAND 

After attending the Orientate Luminem conference arranged by 

Archdeacon Lawrence Cross at the Catholic University of Australia 

in Melbourne Campus on July 9-12, I flew to Auckland in New 

Zealand. This was my first visit to the Assyrian comrrranity in New 

Zealand. 

I have visited the Assyrians in Iraq, Iran, Syria, Lebanon, Sweden, 

Denmark, England, Russia, USA, Canada, and Australia. Therefore 

I was longing to visit the Assyrians in New Zealand to complete my 

study of the Diaspora of the Assyrians who began to migrate to the 

western countries for over a century. I had heard about the Assyrians 

in New Zealand when I was in Australia in 1987 and 1989. At that 

time there was no priest resident in New Zealand. It was treated as 

the mission station of Australian parishes of Sydney and Melbourne. 

Occasionally priests from Australia paid pastoral visits to New 

Zealand. The number of the Assyrians migrating to New Zealand 

had only just begun. 

But around 1990 Bishop Mar Meelis Zaia visited New Zealand and 

appointed Fr.Toma K. Toma as the priest in New Zealand. Soon after 

Fr. Aprem Pithyou from the old calendar was appointed by H. H. 

Mar Addai II of Bagdad as a priest to conduct spiritual services to 

the Assyrians belonging to the old calendar. Fr. Aprem Pithyou was 

a refugee from Iraq who ran away from his country and spent some 

time in camps in Iran. While in Iran the Assyrians of the both brand 

as well as the Chaldean Catholics used to worship together. They 

used to pray in their litany to all the three patriarchs in turn. A real 

ecumenism in times of crisis. 
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On 29 August 1993 Fr. Aprem Pithyou of the old calendar working 

in New Zealand invited me to visit his congregation. He had come 

to Chicago from Toronto to extend an invitation to me personally. I 

promised to visit New Zealand when I would go to Australia next. 

He used to write to me before he became a priest to get Hudra, the 

Syriac prayer book that was available only in India. That opportunity 

came only now. Yet I could not meet that priest as he was living in 

Wellington and my visit was in Auckland. Moreover I was the guest 

of the new calendar group, as a result of the unity of the two groups 

in India in November 1995. 

Fr. Toma K. Toma, brother of Fr. Dr.George Toma of Chicago, lives 

in Wellington like the priest of the old calendar. To Auckland he 

come usually once a month. He mainly spends his time in Wellington. 

The Church in New Zealand cannot afford to pay for two priests. 

Most of our members are refugees from Iraq, Iran, Syria, and 

Lebanon etc. A few of them got good education and trying to have 

a decent living. But it takes time to settle down in a new country. 

Like the Assyrians of Australia, the Assyrians in New Zealand are 

likely to make a good living. In Auckland they have a church 

committee consisting of Edward Dinkha JP (secretary), Benjamin 

(Treasurer) and Johnson Eyleya. The deacons in Auckland are 

Deacon Aprim Nano, Deacon Sarny Cheery. 

The deacons in Wellington are Deacon Adnan Toma and Deacon 

Slewa Yonadhan. Fr.Toma invited me to make a visit to Wellington 

congregation. Since it is expensive to come again, I suggested that 

perhaps I could fix it when I visit Australia in future. They replied 

that they do not want to wait for it. I should visit Wellington. I do 

not know when. As I completed 60 years of age travel is not that 

easy. There are a lot of requirements such as medical insurance. 
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The Holy Qurbana in Auckland was arranged in a Roman Catholic 

Church. Sometimes our Qurbana is conducted in a Protestant 

church. Since I was doing Qurbana a larger crowd was expected. 

Even the member of the old calendar attended the service. The/ 

were very few in number in Auckland. They are more in Wellington 

where their priest resides. I am glad that the members of that group 

came for my service. I believe that one day this church should unite 

and become one. Christ does not want his followers to fight against 

each other. 

Fr.Tom, the Roman Catholic Church, was a very friendly person. He 

came when we were about to begin Qurbana. Then he came again 

at the breakfast time and chatted with the members of our 

congregation. He knew most of them personally. 
.* - \ 

The service began only at 11.30 a.m. That was very late for us. As we 

fast before receiving Holy Qurbana we prefer to do Qurbana before 

11 a.m. In America it is at 9 or 10 a.m. But in India we finish our 

Qurbana before 10. We begin at 6 am. in two churches and 7 or 7 

.30 in all other churches. In Bangalore we delay till 8. 30 or 9, as 

people have to come from distant places by bus or car. As we stick 

to the rule of fasting we have this problem of getting all people in 

the church. Some people think that if relax this fasting rule and 

make it only one hour fast before the Holy Qurbana as some 

churches have done more people will attend. I am not sure that 

many more people will come if we relax this rule. To some people it 

is convenient to sleep late on Sunday, morning after late night party 

or wedding reception on Saturday night. If there is a will there is 

always a way. 

There was a good choir in the church. . Although I am fluent in 

reciting the liturgy in Aramaic, the language spoken by Jesus, I cannot 

preach in that language. Even if I practice to preaching that language, 
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there is no use for the present Assyrian people. Most people do not 

understand the liturgical Aramaic. If I say alma they do not 

understand. If I say dhunya they understand. Dhunya means world, 

just like Urdu spoken in North India. The word dosth (friend) is 

another such word, which will be understood by the Assyrians as 

well as the North Indians. Fr. Toma K.Toma interpreted my sermon. 

His brother Fr.Dr.George KToma had interpreted my speech in Syria 

in 1996 when I celebrated Holy Qurbana in our churches in Hassake 

on the banks of Khabour River. 

I visited a few homes. Deacon Aprim Noona took me to his restaurant 

called Sahara tent. It is very artistically decorated. I didn’t go there 

in the evening when there is entertainment programme. Deacon 

Aprim is a hardworking person. He is reading books and writing 

examinations to progress in his profession. I had lunch in his home 

too. He presented me with a good wall clock that is kept in my 

bedroom. Now I have several clocks in my room. What I actually 

need is not an extra clock, but some extra hours every day. Then 

only I could complete all the books I announced that I would be 

writing. 

All the Assyrians I met were very good, hospitable people. I could 

not eat what they offer. As a diabetic I tell them that I have to 

disappoint them as far as the eating part is concerned. Yet as a 

conversationist they appreciate my company. I share with them the 

history of their forefathers that I have been studying for the past 

four decades. Ankelo Nissan presented me a copy of the booklet 

published on the occasion of the dedication of St.Hormuzd 

Cathedral in Sydney on 16 December,1990 

New Zealand is a commonwealth country. It consists of a number 

of islands in the South Pacific Ocean. Sheep and wood are the major 

products of the farmers in New Zealand. The capital is Wellington. 
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The area is 269,000 sq.km. (104,000 sq.miles). The population is 

over 3 million. Indians are not many. There are over 60 million 

sheep in New Zealand. Counting the sheep and cattle, each man 

has 24 animals average. Since 1882 New Zealand has been expoiting 

refrigerated meat. The standard of living is as high as that of Australia 

and Canada. Some people move from New Zealand to Australia for 

better job opportunities. 

Maoris are the indigenous population like Australia. Some people 

of Polynesian stock live mainly in Northern Island. In the heights of 

the New Zealand Alps the snow is sufficiently heavy to act as a training 

ground for Himalayan expeditions. New Zealand is fast developing 

nation. With a lot of land they can make progress in the years to 

come. 

From Auckland I flew to Christ Church. Dr.Ittymathew and his wife 

Dr.Rekha and their son and daughter were happy to meet me. Dr. 

Mathew’s mother Daisy was staying with them. As both parents are 

working a grandma will be a great companion for the little children. 

As one man said it humorously, grandmas are people who take care 

of somebody else’s children. They fed me well and talked me into 

eating ice cream. As expected the next day the sugar level in my 

blood shot up. My only excuse was that two doctors assured to me 

that it was okay to eat a little bit of ice cream. I think it is okay when 

the sugar level is below 100 as I am now. It is not okay when the 

sugar level was close to 200 as it was my case at that time. 

Christ Church is a big city. It is in the lower part of New Zealand. 

Auckland was in the northern part. Wellington is in the middle part. 

There are not many Indians in Christ Church. Dr Simon Peter, a 

dentist from Cochin. He came with his wife and two daughters for 

supper in Dr.Mathew’s house. Mrs. Simon Peter is the sister of the 

wife of O.T.Inasu of Ernakulam parish, whose mother’s younger sister 
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is the wife of my elder brother Professor Andrews Mooken. Of course 

it is a distant relation. But when you meet somebody in a distant 

land, the relationship becomes closer. They invited me for dinner 

in their house. I could not accept it, as I was to return to India the 

next day. Otherwise my weight would have increased by another kg. 

Before leaving the house of Dr. Mathew the next day they wanted to 

take some photos with me. They called their neighbour to click the 

camera. As he is an expert photographer he suggested that the 

women should sit and the men stand to get a better photo. The 

response came instantly, “we cannot do that.” He did not ask “Why?” 

She would have explained that women could not sit in the presence 

of the men, especially bishops. 

I have not taught any such rule to my congregation. As a 

compromise we all stood up. Thus we got the good photograph that 

appears in the last pages of this book. 

On 18°' July 2000 I flew direct from Christ Church to Singapore 

without returning to Australia. In Singapore I joined with other 

passengers coming from Australia. I had two options. I could fly to 

Madras as I came. Or, I could fly to Trivandrum, the capital of Kerala 

state. I chose that route as I could save the flight charges of Madras 

to Kochi. The cost of Singapore to Trivandrum flight is the same as 

that of flying from Singapore to Madras. From Trivandrum I took 

the night train so that I could reach home before early morning of 

Thursday 20th July. Had I flown to Madras I could not reach Trichur, 

my hometown in the morning either by train or by flight. 

AlexanderJVadakkedam, president.of ASWATHY Housing (P) Ltd 

was_observing me when I was in.Jhe^ flight.from Singapore to 

Trivandrum. He.came near and introducedJiimselfJTe is.a member 

of the_OrthodoxSyrian Church. We discussedabout the Orthodox 
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Church ancLgave detailed information about his_housing_colony in 

Trivandrum and Cochin. He ..offered to give__a plot. oLland for 

constructing^church for us.._As_Trivandrum is_JLhe_capitaL.city of 
Kerala he insisted that our ancient church_should have_a_church 

building and a place^for the Metropolitan to stay., He^offered to 

intraduce_mcLtQih£ people in high ^aces. Jnj'etum lcould advise 

my people in American* settle_dQwnin.Trivandrum,„buying.houses 

in his_hausing colony...ft is_a business_deal. At_the,same_time it.is 

his generosity 10 offer free,land for constructing.a church.JHe has 

website_called_www.aswathyhousing.com. 

1 knew it is difficult to persuade my people in America to return to 

India and settle down in Trivandrum. Yet I replied that I would try. 

Anyhow I thought I could accept his gesture of charity. I remember 

the boy who went to a teashop in Kerala and enquired the cost of 

the breakfast. The owner said, “bread is Rs.2 and the jam to go with 

it is free.” The poor boy thought for a moment and said, “ Then I 

will take just the jam that is free.” I went with him to his house in 

the ASWATHY housing colony and rested for a couple of hours. 

Meeting some of friends and relatives and eating a good supper I 

was rushed to the central railway station. I just jumped into the train 

seconds before it left the platform. 
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AMSTERDAM 2000 

On Wednesday 26th July 2000 I flew from Kochi International Airport 

towards Madras. I waited at the airport to get information from 

Bombay whether the Embassy of Netherlands would issue me a visa 

to attend the Amsterdam 2000 conference called by the American 

Evangelist Billy Graham. By evening I came to know that the visa 

has been stamped and the passport would be sent by the evening 

flight. 

When the Indian Airlines flight arrived from Bombay at 9.15 p.m. I 

began to enquire for my passport. I was directed to the cargo office, 

nearly one kilometer away from the regular information office. 

Anyhow I walked up there pushing my trolley. The advice “travel 

light” came to my mind. I was tired. I left my trolley outside the 

cargo office and went in. One staff member told me not to leave 

the trolley anywhere lest your luggage will be lost. I pushed the 

trolley in. 

The duty officer told me that the Indian Airlines flight from Mumbai 

had arrived. But it would take a few minutes more to register the 

parcels that arrived. I waited. When they opened the mailbag, they 

saw the envelope addressed to Mar Aprem. They asked for some 

identification. I replied, “ f ve none. My identification is my passport, 

which is in the envelope. If you open the envelope you will find my 

photo in my passport”. They believed me. I showed them my photo 

when I opened the envelope. 

With the passport with visa stamped I walked to the International 

departure area and checked in after telephoning to my travel Agent 
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as well as to the Metropolitan Palace in Trichur. At 1.30 a.m. after 

midnight of 26th July Lufthansa flight took us to Frankfurt, Germany, 

non-stop. Although it was just transit the German authorities 

stamped my entry visa to the Schengen States. We rushed to the 

flight to Amsterdam. There was no time in transit. The arrival and 

the departure gates were far apart. If I were older I would not have 

made it. 

At Amsterdam airport we met many people arriving from different 

directions. The organizers of Amsterdam 2000 received us. We were 

taken to the place of registration. We put our watch three and a 

half hours back. England was four and a half hours, and The 

Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) five and a half hours back. I was 

booked for thejaebers Dutch Royal Hotel in Utrecht. Due to my 

attractive attire, the Indian organizers, Christopher David and Dr. 

Robert Cunville of Shillong who is an associate Evangelist of Dr. 

Billy Graham, cut across the queue and greeted me. So I was moved 

to a better accommodation, Hotel CASA 400, which was only 5 

minutes bus ride or half an hour walk at my speed. The bishop of 

the Mar Thoma Syrian Church of India, Bishop Yuyakim Mar 

Koorilose was also shifted likewise to CASA hotel. 

There were two other bishops assigned to Jabbers. Bishop S. R. 

Thomas of the Methodist Church in Lucknow and Bishop Gawith 

of the Church of North India in Bombay. Since they did not have 

anything covering their head, they were not easily detected. 

Nevertheless, on the second day when the organizers realized that 

these two bishops were moving with the crowd staying in the faebers, 

they too were shifted to hotels. Bishop Ezra Sargunam and his wife 

were already in CASA hotel. 

The problem at Jaebers is that it provides only dormitory type 

accomodation. Moreover the delegates had to walk to the railway 
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station, ride the train and walk again when they arrive at the RAI 

Centre railway station. The breakfast also was not very good. I was 

told that it was a packet. The content was the same almost every day. 

Some used to sing, “Yesterday, today for ever, the breakfast is the 

same.“ Some delegates were fed up with what they were fed with 

every morning. It is not easy to feed thousands of people, though. 

At lunch time ten thousand packets were distributed. The delegates 

were free to go out of the main hall and eat at convenient places in 

the open. Although the water in the Netherlands is good for drinking, 

bottled water was supplied. We were told that more than thirty 

thousand water bottles were distributed daily during the conference. 

The RAI conference centre was a marvelous place. The evening meal 

was served at three timings, 4.20 p.m, 4.50 p.m. and 5.20 p.m. The 

Indian delegates felt that 4.20 p.m. was too early for supper. But 

when the afternoon came the delegates rushed to the dining hall 20 

minutes before 4’o clock. Sure enough it was not easy to satisfy the 

tastes of all people. However rice was served to those who thought 

that they could not live without it. 

We were given the files and papers of the conference. Dr.Billy 

Graham’s message was there in the front page of the papers in the 

attractive file. Billy Graham wrote: 

Welcome to Amsterdam 2000! I personally rejoice that you were able, 

and have taken the time, to come to this great Conference of 

Preaching Evangelists. To see you, and many other Christian leaders 

and evangelists here from all parts of the world, fulfills a vision and 

dream that the Lord laid on my heart and on the hearts of my 

colleagues. 

Amsterdam 2000 is a once-in-a-lifetime experience for most of the 

participants here. We have held other conferences in the past such 
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as Berlin (1966), Lausanne (1974) and Amsterdam 1983 and 1986. 

God has gently blessed and used those conferences, and we humbly 

thank him. But in a real sense, and especially as we are entering a 

new century and a new millennium, we will have another opportunity 
like this. 

My prayer is that Amsterdam 2000 will have an impact on this new 

century for renewal within the Church and for evangelizing those in 

every land who need the Gospel. Evangelicals and evangelists must 

lead the Church in seizing the opportunities to fulfill the evangelistic 

task our heavenly Father has set before us. 

The potential of new communication technology is breathtaking and 

changing almost daily. Here in Amsterdam 2000 you can evaluate 

the potential of emerging strategies to spread the Gospel. 

The harvest is ripe! But harvest season lasts only for a short time. 

What we do, we must do with urgency. Storm clouds are gathering. 

Satan is marshalling his forces for his fiercest attack in the history of 

the Church. Christ’s enemy is doing everything he can to discourage, 

divide and defeat us as we seek to evangelize. But Christ has already 

nullified, His Cross and Resurrection, the power of death, hell and 

Satan. The final victory is certain! 

This Conference can be catalyst for the most productive advance of 

the Gospel ever. I believe the world hungers for spiritual life that 

only Christ can give. You and I are poised to see from Amsterdam 

2000 an enormous in the harvest. Join me in prayer that God will 
make it so! 

The organizers formulated the purpose of this gathering as follows. 
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Amsterdam 2000 is being held to: 

1. CELEBRATE what God is doing through evangelism around 

the world so that evangelists will be encouraged and lifted in 

the Holy Spirit to preach Christ more widely than ever before. 

2. EQUIP evangelists for better, accelerated outreach in a world 

of rapid technological change and increasing plurality, so that 

more people will hear, believe in and be changed by the 

wonderful story of God’s love in Christ. 

3. AFFIRM our evangelical distinctive with love and humility, as 

these distinctives are rooted in the truth of the Bible and in 

Jesus Christ, the unique and only way to God, as they apply to 

every person in every culture. 

4. A STRATEGIZE to reach the multitudes, with the new life that 

springs from Christ’s Gospel, and to bring them into the loving 

fellowship of local Churches. 

5. COMMUNICATE together on how to accomplish deeper, more 

effective evangelism as thousands of evangelists, church 

leaders, theologists and strategists create dynamic international 

networks for sharing information, methods, prayer requests and 

spiritual victories. 

Rev. Dr. John Stott of London, England lead the Bible study. He 

was Chaplain to the Queen of England from 1959 to 1991. The 

summary of his excellent and erudite Bible study is given below. 

The Evangelist’s Message is Bible-Based 

Without the Bible the evangelist would have nothing to say, 

nothing worth listening to, and no hope success. If, however, 

it is based on the Bible evangelist’s message has content, 

authority and power. 
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1. A. The Gospel comes from God. It is not a human invention 

or speculation, but a divine revelation. Without this we 

could never know God. We can’t even read each other’s 

minds, unless we speak; how much less can read the mind 

of God? But God has spoken. 

B. The Gospel focuses on Christ (not our experience, etc.). 

The Bible is a book of salvation pointing us to Christ. 

Consequently, “ignorance of Scripture is ignorance of 

Christ” (Jerome). Yet if we are faithful in witnessing to 

Christ, crucified and risen, we will suffer for it. The 

uniqueness, the freeness and the high moral standards of 

the Gospel all arouse the world’s hostility. Experience may 

illustrate the Gospel, but the focus is Christ. 

I The Bible Gives the Evangelist’s Message Its Authority 

People are searching for freedom today. They say that they 

hate authority, believing them to be incompatible. Yet, like 

adolescents, adults crave the very authority, they resent. 

Evangelists should proclaim the Gospel with clarity, conviction 

and courage. 

A. The Word of God does not include everything. 

Deuteronomy 29:29 distinguishes the “secret” things, 

(which God has not revealed) from the “revealed “ things 

(which He has). Hence believers are both dogmatic and 

agnostic. There is a need for more evangelical humility, 

like the Apostles Paul and John (1 Corinthians 13:12; 1 John 

3:2). 

B. The Word of God needs to be interpreted. To be sure, we 

believe in the “perspicuity” of Scripture, that it has a 

transparent or see-through quality. But the reformers were 

referring to the way of salvation. Not everything is equally 

plain. The reason for this is the problem for culture and 
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the need for Scripture to be related to our modem context. 

We need to repent of our evangelical laziness in imagining 

that study is not necessary. One of the greatest 

contemporary needs is the recovery of Biblical preaching. 

3. The Bible Gives the Evangelist’s Message its power 

“Authority” is subjective [the confidence with we preach]: 

“power” is objective [the effect of the Gospel on those who 

hear it] (Romans 1:16). Here are many images in the Bible, 

which illustrate the power of God’s Word—fire, hammer, seed, 

food, and especially sword of the spirit. We must never separate 

the Word and the Spirit, or study and prayer (e.g., Daniel 10:12; 

2 Timothy 2:7). 

Conclusion 

This is the Trinitarian shape of all authentic evangelism. 

For in it the Word of God focuses on the death and resurrection of 

Christ in the power of the Holy Spirit. 

For Reflection and Consideration 

1. Is my preaching based on the Bible, or on my experiences? 

2. What must I do to saturate my mind with the Bible’s message? 

3. How can both the Word of God and the Spirit of God be 

included in my ministry? 

The summary of the Plenary session addressed by Billy Graham’s 

daughter Mrs. Ann Lotz. 

The Evangelist and the Bible 

Introduction 

Isaiah’s Personal Revival 
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1. Isaiah Was a Good Preacher (Isaiah 1-5) 

A. In a changing World 

i. He understood the problem 

ii. He understood the solution 

B. He was committed to God’s Word 

2. Isaiah Became a Great Preacher (Isaiah 6) 

A. When His life was shaken 

i. Emotionally 

ii Materially 

iii. Mortally. 

B. When His Eyes Were Opened 

i. To the Holiness of Christ 

ii. To the hopelessness of his own condition. 

iii. To the hope of the Cross 

C. When his heart was broken 

For Reflection and Consideration: 

1. How has my life been shaken what has been my reaction? 

2. After hearing this message about Isaiah, what I am going to do 

differently? 

On 31 July 2000 the Most Reverend and Right Honourable Dr.George 

Carey, the Archbishop of Canterbury, England, spiritual head of the 

world wide Anglican communion, was the Plenary speaker. The 

summary of his talk was the following. 
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Preaching Christ in a Broken World 

1. The World As It Is 

We live in a world, which is broken by the weight of human sin. 

Why is that? 

How do we account for the perversity of mankind? 

Where do we see signs of hope in our history? 

Who are some of the people who have opened our eyes to a 

new vision? 

What is it about the Christian worldview that feeds our vision 

of world transformed? 

2. Does the Gospel Still Speak Convincingly to the World? 

It appears that many parts of the world have moved 

away from religious faith; and Christianity as expressed 

through the traditional churches, seems to have 

suffered as much as any. Scientific and technological 

advances appear to have given humanity greater 

confidence in itself. The churches have found few 

effective responses to this challenge, tending either 

to become introverted and exclusive, or to water down 

their faith in order to accommodate the secular 

challenge. 

What is the heart of the Gospel? 

Does it exclude the possibility of human advance? 

Why do we so easily assume that such developments are a threat 

to the Gospel? 
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3. The Answer Lies in Jesus Christ 

The Gospel bears witness to Jesus Christ, the Word 

made flesh. Jesus preaching and ministry is focused 

on the Kingdom of God, not as some “ pie-in-the-sky” 

promise for the future, but as an event which is 

coming to fulfillment. The way we behave, the 

relationships we form, the attitudes we nurture, the 

compassion we show — all are related to God’s 

expectations of us. In Jesus, He has given us the Way, 

The truth and the life, and He demonstrates the 

possibility of transformation, healing and renewal in 

every situation. 

4. breaching Christ Today 

The dynamics of conversion: 

1. The fact that the Christian analysis of the human person is 

accurate and discerning. 

2. The Gospel speaks as powerfully not only to human need 

but supplies an eternal answer. 

3. The Church must be renewed to be a convincingM apologia” 

of the Gospel: nothing speaks more powerfully of “good 

news” than those whose lives have been changed. 
O 

For Reflection and Consideration: 

1. What situations of “brokenness” in the world do I know 

personally”? 

2. Name two situation of brokenness in which Christians are 

sharing Christ’s love to people: 

3. In what way am I showing Christ’s love to broken people? 
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It was a blessed time to be in the company of nearly eleven thousand 

evangelists from all over the world. It is impossible to organize such 

a conference at enormous cost. Most of the delegates from Asia and 

Africa were provided free hospitality and even an airlines ticket. 

Moreover they were given clothes for their use as well as to carry 

back to their poor countries to be given to the needy. Some delegates 

carried so much of these clothes so that they had to throw away 

some of the papers distributed in the conferences. At the time of 

departure the airport authorities demanded extra money for the 

heavy baggage. Our allowance is only 20 Kgs in the economy class. 

The airlines authorities allowed another 10 kgs each. Still there was 

a lot of extra baggage. 

I did not have enough baggage and so I shared my extra allowance 

with others who had extra baggage. When the authorities demanded 

money for several kgs the delegates said that they were poor. Some 

thought of paying for the extra. Others threw away a lot of papers 

to travel without paying for the extra weight. They knew that they 

would get all the papers in book form and CD after the conference 

was over. It reminded me of the days when we knew the results of 

our final exams in school and got promoted to the higher class. We 

used to throw away the class notes to celebrate the promotion to 

the higher class. 

Dr. Billy Graham could not leave his hospital in America. Still he talked 

to the delegates via satellite. His son Franklin and daughter Mrs. Anne 

Lotz spoke to us. Many men admitted that Ann’s talk was much better 

than that of many men. She had all the gestures of her father. Most 

of the speakers in this great gathering were excellent. The organizers 

chose the best speakers and useful topics. All the delegates felt that 

they were blessed by attending this august assembly. This is as event 

that is difficult to duplicate. We all look forward to the CDs and the 

books in order to do the follow-up of this great conference. 
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Many people took my photo. I think my beard was a great attraction. 

Sometimes especially getting through the immigration and customs 

I feel that my beard is a great distraction. Some think of me as a 

criminal. They don’t like my bearded face. The way some people 

ask questions is very provocative. Still I usually use extra patience to 

clear all their doubts. They have right to refuse to aliens entry to 

their country. The visa I have entitles me only unto the airport. In 

order to proceed from there some of us have hard time to convince 

them the genuineness of my visit. Some officers have not heard about 

my church. Once in Toronto I gave a lecture on church history when 

he said that he had never heard about our church. 

In Amsterdam I was able to meet some friends whom I had met at 

the same place in 1983. That Amsterdam conference had only 3000 

delegates. This time it was much larger. Some leaders had come 

again. The soloist was the 91 years old George Beverly Shea. Despite 

his old age he thrilled the audience with his solos. He is perhaps 

the oldest Christian soloist. Bev Shea had sung in many Billy Graham 

crusades since the famous Los Angeles tent meetings in 1949. He 

has sung hundreds of concerts and recorded more than 70 albums 

of sacred music—including nine CDs. His favourite song to which 

he gave the words is well known, 

“As I wonder sunset in the evening, 

Wonder sunrise I see, 

But the wonder of wonders, 

The thrill of my soul, 

Is the wonder that God loves me 

Through the wonder of it all”. 

He sang with an excellent male voice. Cliff Barrows too was there. I 

had made his acquaintance not only in 1983, but also in 1977 in 

India. That time I stayed at the same place with Dr. Billy Graham 
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and his colleagues. This time there were some younger faces. This 

century is for them. Some of us were retiring from active service. It 

is true that a Christian cannot retire. Witnessing Christ is a life long 
commitment 

There was good singing. Soloists of international reputation sang. 

Sir Cliff Richard of England sang the Millennium song. It is the 

Lord s Prayer. When a pop singer sings it he makes the young people 

to swing. He witnessed that he put emphasis on Christian rather 

moneymaking singing and swinging. 

Dr. Billy Graham’s personal secretary met me. I told her that I had 

presided over one of the large public meetings in Madras in 

November 1977 when Billy Graham preached. I also told her that I 

preached to the staff of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association in 

Minneapolis, Minnesota in 1977. She promised to convey my 

greetings to Dr.Graham. I do not know whether she meant it. Because 

Dr. Billy Graham at this age of over 80 could not remember all the 

people who had spoken from his platform around the world. 

Dr.Billy Graham has influenced not only ordinary people, but also 

people in high places. The present US President George W. Bush 

admits that he was under the influence of alcohol. But in the summer 

of 1985, after a conversation at the family summer retreat in 

Kennebunkport with the Rev. Billy Graham he began to change. 

Billy Graham “planted a seed in my heart and I began to change”, 

said President George W. Bush. (THE CHRIST WORD, 

Secunderabad, India, February 2001, page 15). Billy Graham has 

planted such seeds in many hearts. 

During my stay in Amsterdam I remembered that my friend Shmouel 

Ibrahim was living at some one hour distance from the city. I did 

not have his telephone number. It is not listed in the telephone 
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directory. He did not list it in the directory to avoid unnecessary 

calls from people who will look up the directory and identify the 

name of Ibrahim as a Muslim. Incidentally in India the name of 

Davoud Ibrahim is frightening. He is living in Dubai and directing 

the underworld in Bombay. During the 1983 Billy Graham conference 

I looked up the address of my friend Ibrahim and called the 

telephone number of the person living in the same street. I was not 

sure that the neighbour will respond to my disturbing. Fortunately 

for me the neighbour was kind enough to call Ibrahim family and I 

was able to visit his home. * 
♦ * * . i 

This time I could not remember the name of the street. I had 

some idea of the home near the railway station in Heerhuguward. I 

could not pronounce the name Heerhuguward’ I wrote it and showed 

to the railway ticket counter and obtained a ticket and went to 

Heerhuguward. When I reached the station I began to recall the 

name of the street. It was Aquamarine. I asked for the direction to 

that street. People said that it would take half an hour to walk. They 

advised me to take a taxi. I walked and never reached the place. I 

went to a gas station asked for the direction. The gas station staff 

said that it would be easier to look up the phone number and 

telephone to them so that they could come and pick me up. They 

tried to Find the number. I told them that it is not listed. Otherwise 

I would have called them earlier. They gave the direction to 

Aquamarine street. 

Again I missed the traffic light. I was not near the street. One lady 

offered to take me in her car, as she saw my attractive gown and 

headgear and chain and cross (wooden). Perhaps she recognized the 

Billy Graham conference badge . When we reached the street I began 

to recall the house number in that street. I said that it is either 51 

or 61. The driver told me that you go and make sure that your friends 

are home. Otherwise come back. I will take you back to the railway 
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station. I pressed the door bell of No.61 and a young lady opened 

the door. She looked like the girl I met in 1983. I asked whether 

that was the house of Shmouel Ibrahim. As she went to call her 

papa, I returned to the car and told the lady that I have found the 

person. Therefore she did not have to wait for me or worry about 

me. My Assyrian friend will take me back to the railway station. 

We talked for two hours. I asked eldest daughter whether she 

remembered me. I told her always I remember her especially because 

she went to her friends and told them that Jesus had come to their 

house and was sitting there. She does not remember it because she 

was only about 5 years old at that time. I met the second daughter 

when she was 2 or 3 years old. She was frightened by dark skin and 

had closed her eyes till I left. After we talked about a lot of issues I 

said goodbye to that loving family. When I returned to Amsterdam 

my friends admired me for the memory and the courage I showed 

in tracing the family which I had visited 17 years ago. I was happy 

that I succeeded in my mission impossible. 

After the meetings at Amsterdam I went to the home of David Duyn 

adopted in a home about two hours drive from Amsterdam. David 

lives in a small town called Eefde. David’s adopted father Atte Duyn 

drove me to Eefde. 

David was adopted from the Mar Timotheus Memorial Orphanage 

that my mother founded by donating her own land for the church 

to take care of the orphans in and around Trichur. Now several young 

people are already adopted and growing up in many countries. David 

is 17 years old. He is now going to cooking College. He is good at 

eating. So his parents shifted him to a school where he could learn 

cooking and eat it too. One day I hope that he will own a restaurant 

in his neighbourhood. By hard work anybody can succeed in life. 

God does not like lazy people. 
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I did not go out to see places. I told them I am no more younger to 

see places and visit churches. I spent time with Duyn family and 

their daughter and granddaughter. I was not happy with the dog. 

Still I pretended to be comfortable with the dog. 

I asked them for used postal stamps to be given to others in Trichur 

who have time to collect them. Attee and Ally took out their old 

collection and gave it away to me, as they had no much time to such 

small hobbies. Many children lose interest in such hobbies after they 

grow up. Yet some continue with it even after they become 

grandfathers and grandmothers. 

Miranda, the second daughter of Duyns, presented me some stamps 

and coins too. I saw her in more jovial mood than the previous 

occasion. People live with a lot of tension these days. I visited her 

nice new house. 

While returning we started from Eefde very early morning and 

reached the Schipol airport at Amsterdam earlier than we 

anticipated. Because there was no traffic in the early morning. It is 

comfortable to reach an airport ahead of time. I have been in a 

rush twice in Amsterdam. My advice to all is to arrive early in an * 

airport. We will save a lot of headache by so doing. 
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USA 8c ITALY 

My fourth trip abroad in 2000 AD was to the USA and Italy. On Sept 

24 I flew from Cochin to Mumbai where I celebrated Holy Qurbana 

on 25''“ Sunday. On Monday 26'1' I flew from Mumbai to New York, 

New Jersey via Amsterdam by KLM flight. The tie -up with North 

Western Airlines has helped them to get enough passengers from 

Mumbai itself. By flying to New York, I managed to avoid the rush of 

theJFKennedy International Airport in New York. 

Joseph. V. Thomas (Thankachen), Deputy Sheriff from Bergenfield, 

New Jersey was at the airport to receive me. He met me first in 

1977. But after I lived 23 years I looked smaller. He came unto me, 

“Are you not Mar Aprem? I have come to receive you, as Geevarghese 

Emmatty has gone to work.” He took me to his home and gave me 

another lunch. As I had eaten good vegetarian lunch in the flight, I 

wanted to eat little. As Kerala hospitality was cordial, I ate something 

and decided to cut my supper as I had two lunches. 

Since Joseph V. Thomas had a helmet with a red light he managed 

to park the car in front of the arrival hall. I am glad that a Kerala 

man is given such honorable post of the Deputy Sheriff. Such hard 

working people bring honors to our country, He is successful 

businessman, He and his family are devout members of the Orthodox 

Syrian Church. He is ecumenical too. Most of the Kerala bishops 

have enjoyed the hospitality of his home. 

On 29'1' Sept I had to fly to Austin, Texas. On Saturday Sept 30th I 

baptized the daughter of Sebi Nadakavukaren. Sebi is an engineer, 

very much attached to our Church in India. His wife is from the 
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Orthodox Church in Kerala. Late Bishop Poulose Mar Poulose 

baptized Joseph, the first born of Sebi in Mar Gevarghese Church 

in 7120 North Ashland in Chicago. This was his second baby and 

Sebi invited me to baptize her. I flew to Austin on Friday and flew 

back to Newark on Saturday. The baptism was done in the Episcopal 

Church where the Indian Orthodox Church worshipped in the 

Church hall on Sundays. Since this baptism was on Saturday the 

Episcopal Church permitted us to use the main Church hall. 

Sebi’s father’s eldest brother N.I. Joseph and mother’s father M.L. 

Francis were both ordained by Mar Abimalek Timotheus 
Metropolitan of revered memory on 6'1'June 1920 in Trichur. N.I. 
Joseph was made a full deacon and M.L. Francis as a sub deacon, as 

he was only 16 years old. I reminded Joseph, son of Sebi of this 
reverend connection in the family 80 years ago. He does not know 

it as one who is born in America, after both these clergymen had 
passed away. 

On Sunday \m October I celebrated Holy Qurbana in the Assyrian 

Church in Yonkers. Fr. Dimtri Eskander, the vicar had undergone a 
bye-pass surgery. Yet he was present in the church. Cor episcopa 
Athanasius of Chicago had come to assist me. We conducted baptism 

of Reshma from Gujarat in North India to our faith. After Qurbana 

the congregation went down and had breakfast in the hall. I talked 
to them about the Indian Church. Many of these Assyrians were 

pleased to celebrate Qurbana for a third time in that Mar Mari 

Shleeha Church i.e., 1996, and 1998 and now in 2000. Several Indians 

were also present on Sunday evening. I had supper in the home of 

Babu, brother of Valsan Thermadom. Mercy, sister of Advocate Paul 

C. Joseph, Chairman of the Board of Central Trustees of our Church, 

was there with her son and daughter. I couldn’t recognize her she 

introduced me as “your student in the Syriac language class.” Yes, 

that was 30 years ago. A young girl looks very different after 30 
years. 
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On Monday 2nd October I went to Harvard and stayed with 

Dr.J.F.Coakley and his wife Sarah. She is a professor of theology in 

the Divinity School of the Harvard University. Harvard is near Boston. 

She is a deacon already and is preparing herself to be a fully ordained 

priest. The Anglican Church (in USA it is known as the Episcopal 

Church) permits the ordination of women to the ranks of clergy 

and even bishops. Dr.Sarah Coakley was a professor in Oxford, 

England. Her husband was teaching in Lancaster when he wrote a 

Foreword to my book Teach Yourself Aramaic. Now he works in the 

Department of Near Eastern Languages. 

My stay in his home on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday were very 

useful. He took me to the Houghton Library of the Harvard 

University and let me use Assyrian papers in the library telling a lot 

of information on the situation of our Church in 1840 onwards. 

These papers tell us information that is unavailable otherwise. I wish 

I had more time to discuss with Coakley who had written the Church 

of the East and the Church of England. ‘His office room in the 

Department of Near Eastern Studies is full of magazines. He had 

some additional of issues of some Assyrian magazines. He suggested 

that I could take some extra issues. I could not carry these issues, 

as I did not travel with heavy baggage. 

Dr. Coakle told me about the website Nineveh.com. It is really 

informative website on a lot of Assyrian issues, religious and secular. 

At that time I was familiar with only the website cired.org. That was 

about our Assyrian Church of the East only. Ofcourse it has my 

address too in that website as it covers our universal church. 

It was a short visit to Harvard. I had met Dr.Mrs.Eden Naby (Frye) 

teaching in Harvard when I celebrated Holy Qurbana in the St.John’s 

Church at 1421 W.Lawrence in Chicago in 1999. She had invited me 

to Harvard. Although there was no time to visit her, I thought of at 
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least telephoning her. When one is worried about completing a Ph.D. 

thesis he or she cannot concentrate or other things. She and her 

husband Dr.Frye are interested in Assyrian issues and I would have 

been benefited by meeting them. If my memory is correct, I had 

corresponded with Dr.Eden Naby’s father when I was a student in 

Princeton in 1967. 

P.M. John, my friend since 1957 is living somewhere near there. I 

was invited to stay with him for a couple of days. Dr. Coakley drove 

me to P.M. John’s house. We had to talk about many things of the 

past 43 years. I was the youngest student of the Leonard Theological 

College, Jabalpur for B.D. P.M. John had completed ‘ his B.D. 
degree course in Jabalpur He was working for the Student Christian 

Movement. Now he is teaching near Boston for many years. He did 

not want to serve the Church as an ordained clergyman. There are 
many theological graduates these days that opt out of the ordained 

ministry. 

Rev. Dr. Abraham Thomas, cor episcopa of the Knanaya Orthodox 

Church and others had planned to have supper with me the next 

day. I had to disappoint all friends, as I had to rush to New York 

for a visa to go to Italy. Cardinal Cassidy had sent a message to the 
Italian Consulate in New York. I telephoned to Msgr. Francois of 
the Nunciature of Vatican in Washington D.C. to make sure that 

visa will be given in New York. Bishop Bawai Soro of Seattle, 

Washington had made necessary arrangements through his Vatican 

contacts to see that I got my visa in the Italian Consulate in New 

York. 

On Thursday morning I took a train from Boston to New York. I 

rushed to the Italian Consulate as soon as my train reached New 

York railway station. But it was closed before I reached. The 

Italian Consulate closes the visa section at 12 noon. I was 
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disappointed. I pressed the calling bell. “Come tomorrow”, some 

unfriendly voice was heard through the microphone. I pleaded 

with the voice machine; I want to meet some human beings. I 

traveled from Boston to reach there. The iron gates were not open. 

But the human voice came closer. I said that I came from India. I 

want to see the man behind the human voice. Then somebody 

appeared on the side of the bars. I showed the message signed by 

the Cardinal Cassidy and enquired whether they have reached this 

message. Otherwise I have to call Vatican again. The man was 

not very sympathetic. He repeated, ‘come tomorrow before 12 
noon and find out.’ 

I went again on Friday, 6th October. It was the last chance for me 

before the weekend. Monday, 9'1' October was again holiday, 

Christopher Columbus day. I had to fly the next day, Tuesday. I 

even wished Christopher Columbus had not committed the blunder 

of discovering America, mistaking it to be India. 

I saw at the counter a file folder written Mon.Mar Aprem. It had the 

fax message from Vatican. The lady at the counter looked at my 

application and noticed that I had not filled in the space for the 

name of the father and mother. She drew my attention to the blank 

space. I replied that it was not an omission. But my name is Mar 

Aprem. After becoming bishop I gave up my father’s name and 

family name. My passport has just Mar Aprem. 

Formerly my name was George Davis Mooken. Davis refers to my 

father’s name and Mooken is my family notification in the 

government gazette my name is simply Mar Aprem, my consecration 

name. My passport has only this name. She said to me, “at least 

you had a mother. Why do not you write her name?” I was not in a 

mood of arguing. I wanted to comment that I had not only a mother, 

but a father too. But both are dead now. I wrote my mother’s name 
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as suggested by her. Then she said, “ Come on Tuesday.” My flight 
to Italy was on that day. 

On Friday I went for supper in the house of Mrs. Elsamma and her 

three sons. Elsamma was married to Inasu, son of Nellangara Pyloth 

who was an active member of our Church. He was the cousin of my 

brother-in-law Dr.N.V.George of England. Elsamma and children 

went to New York only some months earlier. Her three brothers are 

working in New York area. Her eldest brother Abraham Thariath is 
working in India Abroad publication in New York. He met me in 

New York and accompanied me to the house of his younger brother 
in Long Island where Elsamma and family are living. Before going 

to Long Island Abraham Thariath insisted that I should eat lunch as 
I was a diabetic. We went to a North Indian Restaurant. The manager 

(or, the owner) was extra generous in suggesting that I should eat 
this and that. I thought that he was a good salesman trying to sell 

his goods and make profit. After I finished eating my friend went to 
pay the bill for me. The restaurant man said, “No payment. He is a 
bishop.” 

Elsamma and her children were delighted to see me in their home. 
The previous Sunday they had met me in the Church in Yonkers 

when they came to attend the holy Qurbana that I had celebrated. 

We had time of prayer and fellowship in their home. They tried to 
over feed me. Elsamma’s three brothers were there. They belong 

to the Mar Thoma Syrian Church. They suggested that I should meet 
their bishop who was living not far from them. Bishop Zacharias 

Mar Theophilus is my friend. He is a member of the Central 

Committee of the World Council of Churches. I last met him for 

the funeral of Alexander Mar Thoma Metropolitan in Tiruvalla in 

January 2000. We tried to telephone him to find out his availability. 

We did not connected as his phone was hooked to the e-mail. He 
must be collecting his e-mail after a busy trip. 
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On Saturday 7,h October the holy matrimony service of Matthew 

Emmatty and Reshma took place in the Assyrian Church. There were 

a lot of Gujarathi people, relatives of Reshma who came for the 

wedding. There were not enough chairs in the church for seating 

all the guests. It was conducted in English. The Vicar of the church 

was present. The entire guest understood the meaning of the prayers 

as it was read or recited by me very slowly. I was warned by many 

people not to go at my high speed, as many of the Hindus were 

coming to a Christian service and they should understand the 

meaning of the ceremony. There was a small reception in the home 

of the bridegroom. 

There was reception in the Russian Hall in the evening. Indian food 

was served. Vegetarian food was served, as most of the Gujarathis 

were vegetarians. I am surprised even after living in the USA for a 

long time many of the Gujarathis still hold on to their religious beliefs 

and vegetarianism. I guess Christians would not hold on to the 

customs of their fathers. They get westernized. Some of them, the 

younger generation gets westernized fast. Some parents do not like 

their children to imitate the customs of the West, forgetting the 

customs of their fathers and mothers from India. Many parents from 

India do not like their children to get married to the foreigners. Yet 

it is happening. We cannot stop it. The children are no more 

children. They are grown ups. Parents cannot expect that they will 

agree to arranged marriages, as it was the case in their life. 

On Sunday Oct 8'1' I did Qurbana at New Britain parish. Rev. Gabriel 

Brakia is the new priest after Fr.Dr. George K.Toma went to Chicago 

as secretary to the Catholicos Patriarch. After Qurbana I went down 

to Basement for breakfast. Hormizd Eshaya d’Beth Shimon from 

Hassake, Syria wrote a poem in my honour and read it. I requested 

him to write it down in a better handwriting so I could get it 

published. Voice of the East, Trichur in their Sept-Oct 2000 issue 
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printed a photocopy of that poem. It was nice to meet several old 

friends in that parish. They suggested that I should spend a few days 

there and visit the Assyrian families. 

This journey was a busy one and the Church members who wanted 

to invite me to their homes around New York could not see me. I 

had gone in the evening of Monday October 10"' for dinner in the 
house of Ivan and Lili Mirza of Yonkers. They have been inviting 

me in the previous visits also. Their table was full of Indian and 

Assyrian dishes. In addition to Gevarghese Emmatty, my host, he 
had invited another Indian couple Samuel Pananchery and his wife 

Thankamma. Through the Voice of the East Ivan Mirza knows all 

the news about the Church in India. He had a great admiration for 

the Indian deacon Dr C.J..Chacko and his wife Di.Dorothy Chacko. 

I did not meet any of my relatives living in the USA in this trip. It 

was such a busy trip. I was interested to complete my Ph.D 

dissertation due at the end of the same month. So I used my laptop 
whenever I got a few minutes, even on the airport, which helped me 

to submit my Ph.D. dissertation on 31 October 2000 at Kottayam, 

India. 

We came back to Bergenfield, New Jersey where I was staying. On 

that evening I went to Dr.Rappai from Trichui for supper. He and 

his wife Elsy were very considerate when I had high blood sugar 

some 6 or 7 years ago. Since my blood sugar was 400, they gave me 

insulin injection for the first time and gave me medicine and syringe 

to carry with me during my return flight. 

Dr.Rappai offered to drive me to the airport next day. On Tuesday I 

got the visa from the Italian Consulate in New York and I rushed 

back to Bergenfield to pick my baggage and go to Newark airport to 

catch the flight to Milan. Dr. Rappai had some fiee time. As 
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promised he drove me to the airport. He stopped on the way to the 

airport to give me some insulin bottles, as doctors believe that 

diabetes is incurable. But now even leprosy is curable. I am happy 

to report that my diabetes was brought under control and I am 

planning to give away the insulin bottles to a 15-year-old boy whose 

juvenile diabetes is difficult to be cured. By magnet therapy, prayer 

therapy, pranic healing etc my diabetes of 24 years has left me. After 

stopping insulin I gradually brought my sugar level to 60. Now I am 

gradually trying to go up to 100 by eating fruits. What we say normal 

blood sugar (fasting) is between 60 and 110. I hope to maintain 

between 100 and 110. It is not easy. Recently I was saying that diabetes 

would never leave me until my death. Walk, physical exercise, 

diet control, reduction of weight etc help to get out of the diabetes. 

I thank God for it. 

On Wednesday 12"* we reached Milan. At Milan the authorities 

announced that some short-distance flights were cancelled owing to 

windy weather. My flight from Milan to Florence was among the 

cancelled flights. We were asked to pick up the baggage and get out 

of the customs clearance area to catch buses arranged for us. We 

need Italian money to release the trolleys chained. In order to 

exchange dollar to Italian Lira one has to get out of the Customs 

area. Then we cannot get back to clear our baggage. So I had to 

carry my baggage myself. 

Even a poor country like India has trolleys free for the passengers 

in the international airports. Milan airport should provide trolleys 

without fee. Or, they should have a counter inside to change the 

money. A tired traveler after sleepless night in the flight to carry the 

baggage as there are no facilities for exchange of money to pay for 

the trolley. 

Milan is the place where St. Sebastian, the martyr, was born. 
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Sebastian perished in the persecution of the Roman emperor 

Diocletian between 297 and 305 AD. 

The bus ride from Milan took four hours to reach Florence. Then 

I traveled by bus to the railway station. The train journey to Arezzo 

was slow and tired. Finally a taxi to the place of our meeting in 

Arezzo. Then a lot of steps to go upstairs. The four students of our 

Church studying in Rome were at Arezzo. They helped me to carry 

the baggage upstairs. 

Qasha Pathrose Pathrose is the last to join our students. He is 

from Iraq. Two priests Fr. William Toma and Qasha David Royal 

came from America last year after their studies in the Mary of the 
Lake, Mundelein near Chicago. Deacon Benjamin Korosh from 

Iran is studying in the Bede Pontifical College in Rome for the past 

six years. 

Bishop Walter Kasper, secretary of the Pontifical Council for unity, 

was in Germany addressing German bishops conference. He was 
bishop in Stuttgart for ten years after a distinguished career as a 

Professor of Theology in Germany. He arrived the next day only. 
On 21 February 2001 Bishop Walter Kasper was named a Cardinal 
along with 43 others. 

Our study of the Sacraments was satisfactory. We concluded our study 

of that topic. It would be circulated to the concerned authorities of 
the Vatican and the Assyrian Church. They had Holy Qurbana in the 

neighbouring seminary very day. The first day the Assyrian Church 

celebrated the Holy Qurbana. The Vatican delegates under Bishop 

Walter Kasper conducted the Holy mass the second day. In the 

evening we had an ecumenical service at the cathedral at Arezzo. The 

bishop of Arezzo was there to welcome us. I spoke for a few minutes 

and Fr. Johan Bonny translated my talk from English to Italian. 
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The third day, I had to get up early morning, that is 3 a.m. to go to 

the airport at Florence to fly to Milan. There was no problem of 

wind. Thus the Italian visit was short, just three days. I worked for 

many days to get the visa to go to Italy. It is known as Schengen visa, 

issued by the consulate in New York. They gave it for 3 weeks only. 

Had they given it for two months I could have used it for the visit to 

Germany in November-December. I do not understand why these 

countries are reluctant to issue visa for two months or three months. 

It could have saved a lot of trouble and visa fee and insurance charges 

for another Schengen visa in a period of one month. Perhaps 

European countries needed money from the travelers from poor 

countries. I am glad that America gave five-year-visa. If Italy had 

given me a two months visa I could have saved a lot of trouble and 
money of the Schengen visa in November. 

All members of the Dialogue committee were present, except one 

from the Catholic side. Bishop Anton Audo, a Jesuit, who is the 

bishop of the Chaldean Church for the whole of Syria with his 

headquarters in Aleppo, was busy with the synod of the Chaldean 

bishops who were meeting at the same time in Beirut. It is always 

difficult to get a full quorum if the members of the committee are 

busy people. We did good job by completing the study on the 

sacraments. Now it will be sent to both the churches to give their 

assent or comments. It is very difficult to prepare such documents. 

One bishop from the same church may agree. At the same time 
another bishop may think differently. 

I was happy to meet two nuns from my state of Kerala who were 

working in Arezzo. We could speak in Malayalam, our mother tongue. 

Some Malayalee people boast that our language will be heard even 

in heaven, as it is heard even in the nook and corner of the world. 

During the Dialogue meetings in the previous year I noticed that 

there was no Malayalee nun there. Generally speaking there are 

plenty of nuns from Kerala in Italy and Germany. 
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Bishop of Arezzo is a very kind man. He arranged an ecumenical 

service in his cathedral one evening. I spoke for a few minutes. 

Fr.Johan Bonny from the Secretariat for Unity in the Vatican 
interpreted it ably. 

This visit of USA and Italy was of less than 20 days. It was shorter 

than most of my tours. In majority of my trips I take three to four 
weeks. 
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Chapter 7 

HOFGEISMAR SEMINAR 

Hofgeismar Academy is near Kassel, which is between Frankfurt and 

Hanover in Germany. Evangelische Akademie Hofgeismar belongs 

to the Lutheran Church. Rev. George Richter is the director of this 

Akademie (German spelling of Academy). He is very much interested 

in the Assyrian Church of the East So far contact had been with 

the West Syrian Church known as the Syrian Orthodox Church that 

is under His Holiness Mar Zaka Iwas the First of Damascus. 

The seminar held on December 1 to 3, 2000 was the first attempt of 

this Academy to make the people of Germany aware of the Church 

of the East. Professor Wolfgang Hage of the Philipps University of 

Marburg, Germany was the convener of this seminar. As a Professor 

of Western Church History he is knowledgeable about the Church 

of the East. He had been to St.Ephrem Ecumenical Research 

Institute, Kottayam, and Kerala, India. After his visit to Kottayam he 

was guest at the Metropolitan Palace in Trichur where I reside. 

On our way to the Hofgeismar Seminar Bishop Mar Odisho, 

Archdeacon Pithyo, Yohanna Shabo and myself had lunch in an 

Assyrian home. The housewife was a relative of Bishop Mar Odisho 

and they were very happy to receive us and provide us with a vegetarian 

lunch owing to the beginning of Advent abstinence. They had invited 

their German friends Mr. Kullman and Maria to meet us. 

They are pious Roman Catholics. One of their three daughters is a 

nun. Even in the comforts and affluence of Europe there are young 

people willing to dedicate their lives for others. The Roman Catholic 

parents support their children to choose religious vocation. They 
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respect priests. They knelt before us and asked our prayers. They were 

not concerned about the Christological controversies of the 5U| century. 

They were interested to hear about our church and faith. Mr. 

Kullman told me that Mar Dionysius, Bishop of Sulthan Bathery in 

the Syro Malankara Church in India had come to Germany and he 

had met him. He was happy to hear that although we belong to 

different churches I knew that bishop. I told him that most bishops 

of all denominations in Kerala meet once annually as well as on 
many other special occasions. 

Wo in alter Welt sind die Nestorianer? Die Apostolische Kirche des Ostens 

(Where in all World are the Nestorians? The Apostolic Church of 

the East). I was invited to speak about the Church of the East in 
India and Iraq. Bishop Odisho Oraham of Sweden, our bishop in 

Europe, was asked to speak about the situation of our church in 

America and Europe. We were the main speakers. We both spoke 

in English and there were translations into German simultaneously. 

Dr. Ludwig Hochgeschwender did the simultaneous translation very 

ably. He observed that towards the end of my paper I went fast. It 
was usual for me to go fast. During the beginning of my paper I 

went very slow, because I was listening to the German translation 

before I read out my next sentence. I had translated speeches from 
English to Malayalam in India, sentence by sentence, without the 

help of these machines. Therefore I had to wait for each sentence. 

This was a different situation where I did not have to wait for the 

translation. I could go non-stop and the interpreter could go non¬ 

stop. Here, the translator had a copy of the paper in his hand. In 

such cases the reader of the paper could not skip paragraphs without 

letting the translator know that he was skipping such and such a 

paragraph to save time. It is important to finish the reading ahead 
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of the appointed time in order to give some time for the questions. 

If the reader is afraid to face the questions he could very well read 

the paper and announce that there would not be time for questions. 

The German speakers were Prof. Wolfgang Hage and a young 

Roman Catholic scholar teaching in the University of Graz in Austria, 

Dr. Dietmar W. Winkler. They spoke in German. Prof Wolfgang Hage 

spoke about the history and theology (Geschichte und Theologie) of 

the Apostolic Church of the East. 

Dr. Dietmar W.Winkler spoke about the ecumenical relations of the 

Church of the East It is no exaggeration if I say that he is the expert 

on that subject. In my recent doctoral dissertation I have used some 

valuable information that was not available anywhere else. He is a 

young scholar. He is a Roman Catholic layperson, married. He is 37 

years old, but looks younger than his age. He took his Master’s degree 

in philosophy in 1989 and in theology in 1991 and a doctorate in 

1995, all from the University of Graz. He wrote his habilitation from 

the same University in Patrology and Ecumenical theology in 2000 

AD. He has already written many articles on the Church of the East. 

Recently Dr.Winkler has written a book in German along with Dr. 

Wilhelm Baum, historian and theologian from Klagenfurt. There is 

a separate Book Review about this book in the HARP, Vol 13, 

Kottayam, 2000. 

There was discussion about the Syrian Orthodox people. Dr. Helga 

Anshutz from Hamburg showed pictures about Christians of Iraq 

and Iran. The picture of 1968 shows Mar Khanania Dinkha, the young 

bishop of Iran, baptizing babies. He looks so thin compared to the 

present His Holiness Mar Dinkha IV, the Catholicos Patriarch. It is 

unbelievable to note how the bishops grow in size. I have grown big. 

I regret it. Obesity is not only ugly, but also a health hazard. I sweat 

it out to reduce the unwanted fat. 
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The congregations have to co-operate. Don’t over feed the bishops 

and priests. Many bishops especially in Kerala are diabetic as a result 

of the hospitality of the people. I am glad that our Catholicos 

Patriarch Mar Dinkha IV is not diabetic like I am. Obesity could 

cause many health problems. I write these words as I pray “Reduce 

my obesity, my Lord, so that I may have more strength to serve you 

better.” When will some people learn that hospitality does not mean 

to make the guests sick by over feeding? 

Dr. Paul Harb is from Lebanon and his wife is from Germany. Both 

are experts on the West Syrians and Assyrian Christians of Northern 

Iraq, Iran and Turkey. It is surprising to know that these people, 
who are not Assyrians, are experts on Assyrians. The Assyrians should 

take up the challenge to learn about the culture and language of 

their ancestors. There are opportunities in the western Universities. 
Yet there are not enough young people taking up the studies. 

Some of the scholars present in the seminar told Bishop Odisho 
and myself that if there are brilliant young people willing to learn 

German and Syriac they will be happy to find opportunities for their 

studies. Professor Hage could help us in the university of Marbourg 
and Professor Dr. Martin Tamcke could help us in the University of 

Gottingen where he is teaching Syriac. Professor Tamcke too had 

been my guest in Trichur earlier. 

I must record a word of caution. Education is expensive. If the 

student is not of studious nature it is a waste of money. Some of us 

like to study abroad. They do not seem to realize that their cross is 
heavy. I say from experience. Recently I completed my second 

Doctoral dissertation and I had hard time to do so. Nothing is easy. 

If we want to do serious study we must work hard. 

Bishop Prof. Dr. Christian Zippert of Kassel was an active leader in 
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this seminar. His name is listed in the seminar as Prof. Dr.Zippert, 

Christian Bishop. The word Christian is not the name of the religion 

be belongs, it is his baptismal name. He is recently retired from 

active service. His successor has taken charge. Yet he continues to 

involve himself in many activities. He preached a very good sermon 

during the ecumenical service on Sunday morning. He referred to 

the two thousand years (zwei tansand jare) of the activities of the 

Church of the East. He emphatically stated that this ancient and 

great missionary church deserves the sympathy and support of the 

Christians in the West. 

Shlimon Younan is a teacher of Chemistry in Berlin. I had met his 

father Deacon Younan in Khabour area in Syria. Actually Deacon 

Younan interpreted my sermon from English to Assyrian. Now his 

son Shlimon Younan was to interpret the German talks of this 

seminar to English for the benefit of Bishop Mar Odisho and myself. 

I was happy to meet Shlimon Younan after 20 years when I was a 

guest in his home in Berlin after attending the Syriac Symposium at 
Goslar, Germany. 

Sankerow David was another interpreter. He is an Assyrian who is 

living in Germany. He is a Diploma engineer and architect who had 

worked for building the airport in Karachi, Pakistan. I am glad some 

Assyrians are doing well financially. He sat with me on some occasions 

to interpret from German into English. Some Assyrians have learned 

German very well. 

Dr. Christoph Baumer of Stansstad was there. He is a Fellow of the 

Royal Asiatic Society. He told me that he had scheduled to visit Kerala 

in February 2001. I invited him to visit me in Trichur. These 

conferences are occasions to make new friends and opportunities 

to let others know about our church. As a matter of fact he came to 

Trichur on January 13 and 14 without waiting for February. 
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Our Archdeacon in Wiesbaden was listed as Brio Brio. Actually his 

name is Pitio Pitio. To be more accurate in the Syriac language, it is 

Pithyon Pithyon. Some people write this name is Pithyou instead of 
Pithyon. How words are becoming shorter is surprising. 

Bishop Odisho was listed as Erzbischof. Bischof in German language 

means bishop. Erzbischof means archbishop. While reading his paper 

Bishop Odisho humorously thanked the organizers of the seminar 

for promoting him archbishop. It only proves the point that our 

church is not properly known in Germany. Since Bishop Mar Odisho 

is the bishop residing in Sweden with jurisdiction over Germany, 

England, Greece, France, Holland, Austria, Finland, Norway and 

Denmark the organizers thought that he was archbishop. In our 
church we have only four archbishops or Metropolitans (two in India 

and one each in Lebanon and Iraq) and eight prelates are ordinary 
bishops. Two are residing in USA, two in Iraq, one in Canada, one 
in Australia, one in Syria and one in Sweden. 

As a whole both Bishop Mar Odisho and myself are satisfied with 
the result of the seminar. We are not blowing our own trumpet. Our 

papers and discussions made the participants that the Assyrians 
deserved the attention of the Christians of Germany. The papers 

read in this seminar will be published, perhaps after six months. 

There may not be immediate help available. Yet this seminar made 
the participants aware of the pathetic situation in Iraq. In the Sunday 

service an offertory was taken and it was announced that somebody 

going to Northern Iraq soon would carry the collection received 
that day personally. 

Bishop Odisho drew the attention of the participants that the 

Assyrians in the Northern Iraq sometimes got help from the western 

Christians. Equally or more pathetic is the situation of the Assyrians 

in and around Bagdad. Some western Christians do not help them. 
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He informed that our archbishop Mar Gevvargis Sliwa resided in 

Bagdad and he would be willing to help the needy Assyrians in and 

around Bagdad who were suffering very much due to the economic 

sanctions imposed on the territory. Many Assyrians living in the 

western countries help the Assyrians around Bagdad through our 
Metropolitan in Bagdad. 

The participants are aware of the fact that Nestorius did not found 

our holy apostolic Catholic Church in the 5th century. They know 

that our church was established in Edessa as well as in India in the 

first century itself. We are nicknamed Nestorians because we do not 

find anything wrong in what Nestorius taught when he was Patriarch 

of Constantinople (428-431). The name Nestorian Church is a name 

of honour in the missionary history of Christianity. It is a Church 

that had gone to China. Japan, Tibet, Indonesia, Ceylon, India etc 

centuries before some Europeans heard of Christianity. 

The issue of the membership of our church in the Middle East 

Council of Churches came up in the discussion. Many of the 

participants felt that it was unfair to keep this ancient Church out 

of the membership of the Middle East Council of Churches. Some 

of them stated although Patriarch Schenuda and his emissary Amba 

Bishoi, Metropolitan of Damiette and others oppose the inclusion 

of the Assyrian Church of the East in the membership of the Middle 

East Council of Churches, there are people belonging to the Coptic 

Orthodox Church who felt that the talks should be re commenced 

to include the Assyrian Church the membership it deserved. 

The participants felt that it was anachronism that in this ecumenical 

age one church should oppose another church to be member in a 

council in an area where the Muslims are majority. If a Christian 

voice is to be heard properly in the minority situation in the Middle 

East the Assyrian Church should be included. It is now well known 
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to numerous ecumenical circles that the Assyrian Church of the East 

would not plead for membership in the Middle East Council ot 

Churches as they used to plead in the past. It is a problem of other 

churches to invite and include this ancient church in the Christian 

body of MECC that included the Orthodox, Catholic and the 

Protestant churches. Are we still living in the 5th century? 

Dr.Talay Shabo, a Syrian Orthodox layman teaching in Erlangen, 

was on the panel at the final session of the Seminar along with the 

Assyrians. He offered to assist me at the return journey. He and a 

Catholic priest who was in our Seminar walked from end of the 
train to the other and found places for three of us in a compartment 
unto Fulda. When we reached Fulda we had to vacate our seats that 

were reserved for a party of six people going to Munich. 

My friends walked again from one end to other and finally found 

one seat. They were kind enough to find one vacant seat and asked 

me to sit there while they had to stand. Dr.Shabo had to change his 

train at the next station in order to go to Erlangen. I find many 
people willing to help a stranger or a religious person. One child in 

the same train asked his parents, “Is he St. Nicholas.'"” The child 
was not sure because the Santa Claus in Germany wore mitre and 

staff, which I wear only for special occasions, certainly not for a train 

journey. 

Yohanna Shabo, a school teacher from Syria, was helping me as the 

driver as decided by the church committee. He and Archdeacon 

Pithyon Pithyon were with me during the journey. Yohanna Shabo 

was not fluent in English. Still we managed to communicate. Our 
Assyrian congregation in Germany is not a strong one. Our people 

are scattered in the suburb of Wiesbaden. It was very kind of them 

to spare their time so that their bishops travel comfortably when 

they visit Germany, which is very rare. 
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After the Seminar I went to Munich, Brigitte and Paul Huber were 

happy to receive me. Their adopted children Saritha and Thomas 

Aprem saw to the comforts of my short stay. They were anxious that 

I should not catch cold. When I went out I wore the shoes of Thomas 

as all were worried that my Indian sandals would not protect me 
form the cold. 

From Munich I went by train to Halle. Professor Juergen Tubach 

and his wife Marion were kind and happy to welcome me in their 

home for a second time. Fr. Thomas Jacob from the Knanaya church 

who was very helpful for me during the Seminar at Wittenberg in 

May 1999 was there for supper. A deacon from the Coptic Church 

Magdi Awad too was there for supper. He is researching for a 
doctorate in Halle. 

On 7'1' December I addressed the students in the Oriental 

Department at Halle. I shared the conclusions of my second doctoral 

dissertation. After the class we went to the Indian restaurant for a 

vegetarian meal. Afternoon I sat in the Syriac class where we 

translated a portion about the history of Mar Behnam and his sister 

Sarah who became martyrs for the Christian faith in the 4,h century. 

I was interested to read it as I had visited the monastery of Mar 

Behnam in Mosul, Iraq in March 1990. 

We had visitors for supper that evening in the house of Prof. Tubach. 

Professor of Music Dr.Gretel Schworder-Kochl and her able assistant 

Dr. Regina Randhofer were there. Dr. Randhofer is an expert on 

the music of West Syrian Liturgy. I told these music experts that we 

have a book with music notations on our liturgy prepared by Rabbi 

Shoura Michalian. They said that they never heard of it. Prof. 

Tubach was suggesting that I should visit the music department the 

next day and play sitar. 
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My Armenian friend Dr.Armenuhi Drost Abgarian and her husband 

Wolf Drost were there. She talked about the Armenian exhibition 

of the Rescued Armenian Treasures form Cilice in Amelias, Lebanon. 

It was held in the Moritzburg Castle in Halle from September 3 to 

November 12, 2000. 

On Sunday 10 December 2000 I celebrated holy Qurbana in the 

Roman Catholic Church in Wiesbadan. I think it is not Wiesbadan, 

but a suburb. I had celebrated in this church in Oct 1999 and March 

1998. There was a baptism service for two babies. Archdeacon 

Pithyon did the baptism. It was nice to meet many old friends. 

On Monday 11December I flew from Frankfurt to Amsterdam and 

immediately from .Amsterdam to Mumbai. We reached early morning 

of Dec 12 Tuesday at Mumbai and flew to the Cochin international 

airport which was only one hour and ten minutes drive from my 
home in Thrissur. I wished again that these international flights could 

land in this new international airport. That could save us the trouble 

of landing in Mumbai and going to the domestic airport in Mumbai. 
But the Mumbai lobby is against such permissions. They are 

interested in their business and making money without consideration 

for the poor passengers who have to spend sleepless nights in the 

company of mosquitoes. 

I was happy that I was home. All the five tours of 2000 are over. 
Christmas season was coming. I had to make preparations for 

conducting the ordinations of two deacons and to search for future 

aspirants. The next tour abroad would be in June 2001 for the Holy 

Synod in some country to be specified later. 
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Busiest airports 

During my travels I passed through many busy airports. One friend 

was telling me thatJF Kennedy International airport in New York is 

the biggest airport. I do not know which is the biggest airport. I 

know which is the busiest airport. According to the latest statistics 

Hartsfield International airport in Atlanta, Georgia is the busiest 

airport handling 80.2 million passengers in the year 2000. 

London is number one city because it handles 108.5 million 

passengers through its three airports, namely Heathrow, Gatwick and 

Stansted. Chicago is number two city handling 92 milllion passengers 

through three airports O’Hare, Midway and the third I do not know. 

New York has the third place handling 87.8 million passengers 

through three airports namelyJF Kennedy, La Guardia and the third 
I do not know. 

It was surprising to me to note that London’s Heathrow or New 

York’s JF Kennedy are not in the first three places of individual 

airports as far as the number of passengers are concerned. I 

remember that it was the Olympic Games of 1996 that gave Atlanta 

the first place pushing down Chicago’s O’Hare to the second place. 

Given below is a list of top ten airports handling the maximum 

number of passengers. I have gone to all those ten busy airports. 

This is based on the statistics of 2000 AD. Every year it is possible to 

have a change of place owing to the international conferences or 
the Olympics. 

Personally I feel it is better to build another airport to avoid rush in 

the roads leading to these airports. In this trip I found it comfortable 

to use Newark International airport in New Jersey instead of 
JFKennedy in New York. 
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Airport Number of passengers 

1. Hartsfield, Atlanta 80.2 

9 O’Hare, Chicago 72.1 

3. Los Angeles 68.5 

4. Heathrow, London 64.6 

5. Fort Worth, Dallas 60.7 

6. Tokyo 56.4 

7. Frankfurt 49.4 

8. Charles.de Gaulle, Paris 48.2 

9. San Francisco 41.1 

10. Amsterdam 39.6 
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BOOKS BY DR MAR APREM 

Biographies 

1. Mar Thoma Darmo-A Biography pp. 214, 1974 

2. Mar Abimalck Timothcus-A Biography pp. 282, 1975 

3. Mar Abdisho Thondcnat pp. 136, 1987 

4. Strange But True: An Autobiography pp. 236, 1981 

5. Not So Strange: An Autobiography Part II pp. 236, 1991 

Church History 

6. Ncstorian Fathers (out of print) pp. 168, 1976 

7. Ncstorian Missions (Reprint 1985) pp. 134, 1976 

8. The Chaldean Syrian Church in India pp. 241, 1977 

9. The Council of Ephesus of 431 pp. 196, 1978 

10. Sacraments of the Church of the East pp. 142, 1978 

11. Ncstorian Theology pp. 183, 1978 

12. Ncstorian Lectionary & Julian Calendar pp. 140, 1982 • i 

13. Western Missions Among Assyrians pp. 152, 1982 

14. A Ncstorian Bibliography pp. 128, 1982 

15. Indian Christian Who is VVTio pp. 210, 1983 

16. The Chaldean Syrian Church of the East 

(ISPCK, Delhi) (out of Print) pp- 64, 1984 

17. Good News Festivals in India pp. 224, 1984 

18. Indian Christian Directory pp. 264, 1984 

19. Mar Aprem, Theologian & Poet pp. 136, 1990 

Travelogues 

20. America Revisited pp. 148, 1977 

21. From Bagdad to Chicago pp. 168, 1985 

22. Australian Assyrians pp. 132, 1988 

23. To Belgium and Holland via UK & USA pp. 124, 1989 

24. Sydney to Canberra pp. 128, 1989 

25. The Assyrians in Iraq pp.112, 1990 

26. Germany Via Vienna pp. 140, 1991 

27. Washington to New York pp. 133, 1992 

28. London to Moscow pp. 134, 1993 

29. Los Angeles to Tokyo pp. 136, 1993 

30. Oxford to Austria pp. 144, 1994 

31. Sal/.burg to Boston pp. 140, 1995 
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Books by Dr. Mar Aprem 

32. Israel, Scandinavia & U.S.A. pp. 112, 1996 

33. Hassake to Hollywood pp. 112, 1998 

34. Italy, Lihan & Iran pp. 112, 1998 

35. To U K. Via U.S.A. pp. 104, 1999 

36. U.S.A., Canada, Europe and Thailand pp. 104, 2000 

37. Austria to Australia pp. 104, 2001 

Humour 
38. Bishop’s Jokes (Reprint 1995) pp. 180, 1983 

39. Laugh with the Bishop (Bombay) pp. 95, 1988 

40. Laugh to Health (C.L.S., Madras) pp. 82, 1992 

41. Holy Humour pp. 104, 1993 

42. Joy to the World pp. 104, 1994 

43. Holy Smile pp. 100, 1997 

General 
44. From Relief to Development A profile of CASA pp. 282, 1979 

45. Teach Yourself Aramaic (Reprint, 1993) pp. 152, 1981 

46. Behold the Cross of Calvary pp. 208, 1987 

47. Sermons from the Gospels Vol. 1 pp. 208, 1988 

48. Sermons from the Gospels Vol. II pp. 138, 1990 

49. The Ncslorian Canon Law pp. 120, 1995 

50. Mesopotamia Light pp. 128, 1993 

51. Voices of the East pp. 112, 1998 

52. Mother of the Motherless pp. 112, 1999 

Malayalam 
53. An Introduction to the History of 

the Eastern Churches (Reprint, 1990) pp.196, 1976 

54. Christeeya Bhakti Ganangal pp. 124, 1985 

55. (T\)33aJol(flJ> oriVMajGne} pp. 424, 1985 

56. LAl<r\5«»}aj)©oj| pp. 168, 1985 

To be published (2001 - 2002) 

57. Assyrian Fathers 

58. Syriac Manuscripts in India 

59. Poems & Prayers 
60. History of the Assyrian Church in the 20lh century 

61. Advanced Aramaic 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

The Most Rev. Dr. Mar Aprem (formerly George Mooken) was born 

in Trichur, Kerala, India, in June 1940. Educated in India, England 

and America, he specialised in Church History. He was the President 

of the Church History Association of India. 

He holds two master’s degree in Church History, one from the 

United Theological College, Bangalore (M. Th, of Serampore, 1966) 

and the other from the Union Theological Serminary, New York 

(S.T.M. degree, 1967). He was a candidate for Doctor of Theology 

(Th.D) degree at Princeton Theological Seminary, U.S.A., when he 

was consecrated bishop in Bagdad, Iraq in 1968. Later he earned 

his D.Th. degree from Serampore University, near Calcutta. 

Ordained a deacon on June 25, 1961, he became a priest on the day 

he completed twenty five years of age on 13 June, 1965. He was 

consecrated Bishop on 21st September, 1968 and promoted as a 

Metropolitan eight days later in Bagdad. 

His biography appears in the International Who’s Who of 

Intellectuals, Vol. 6, Cambridge, the International directory of 

Distinguished Leadership, first Edition, U.S.A. and others. 

He was given ‘Men of Achievement’ Award of the International 

Biographical Centre, Cambridge, England in 1984, and the ‘Medal 

of Merit’ of the Coptic Orthodox Cultural Centre, Venice for his 

cultural and ecumenical achievements. 

Since 1968, he is the Head of the Church of the East in India with 

his headquarters in Trichur. He is active in several religious and social 

organisations all over India. 
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Assyrian Church Children Choir and conductor Maestro Rabi Alexander 
(Shoora) Michalian, Sydney. 
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New Cemetery in Melbourne : Mar Aprem, Fr. K. Thoma and Karishba 
Thoma, near the tomb of an Olympic Champion. 

At the front of the Holy Cross at Mt Macedon : Left to Right: Karishba 
Thoma, Lazar Israel Gewarges, Mar Aprem, 

Archdeacon K. Yonan and Anwar Sano. 



* 

Paul, son of the niece of Mar Aprem. Melbourne July 2000. 

Left to Right: Soman Chackola, Sheela, Mar Aprem, Rebeca (Niece of Mar 
Aprem). Deepthi, Smitha, Archdeacon Kiwarkis Yonan. 



Tter Qurbana in New Zealand, on Sunday 16 July hr. Toma K. loma an( 
Deacon Samy Cheery are on the right and Deacon Aprim Noona is on the left 

of Mar Aprem Metropolitan 

The Choir of Mart Mariam parish after the Qurbana in Auckland, New 
Zealand on 16 July 2000. 
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Christ Church, New Zealand with Dr. and Mrs (Dr.) Ittymathew 
Nadakavukaran with their children. Daisy, mother of Dr. Mathew on the left. 

Amsterdam Assembly 2000. Bishop K. J. Samuel, Bishop Euakim Koonlos 
and Mar Aprem with some delegates from Kerala, India. 
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Mar Aprem in the house of Shmouel Ibrahim in Holland. August 2000 

Long Island, New York, Three boys of the late Inasu Nellangara, 6 October 2000 
Left to Right : Vidhin, Mar Aprem, Sudhin and Nidhin. 
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Austin, Texas, USA. Baptism of the daughter of Sebi Nadakavukaren, 30 
September 2000. Sebi and wife Liza on the right. The daughter to be baptized 

in the hands of Sebi’s mother-in-law. Sebi’s son Joseph looks on. 
Mar Aprem on the left. 

Seminar in Germany on December 1-3. Mar Aprem, Mar Odishu, Pastor 
George Richter, Prof. Tamcke, Dr. Talav, Sankero, Eshaya David, Pastor OberkampL 
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